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Serving the Howard University community since 1924

HU h onors Gwendolyn Brooks
By Keisha Kelly
Hilltop Staff'Writer
Black History Month nt Howard will come
in the form of rhyme and ,~rsc this year as
the department of English, the College of
Arts and Sciences. and the Moorland•
Spingarn Rc~earch Center honor poetess
Gwendolyn Brooks at a fond-miser next
Friday.
Following a daylong conference that will
honor Sterling Brown. the Howard professor
who introduced African-American literature
into academia during the 1940s. Brooks who was the fir~t African-American poet to
win the Pulitzer Prize in 1950 - will be
honored al a dinner in the Armour J.
Blackburn Univcrs,ty Center Ballroom.
The proceed, from the$ JOO-a-ticket affair.

which wi ll feature readings by Brook,. will
go to support the first endowed chair position
in Humanities, the Sterling Brown Chair.
"I can think of no one who would be better
Ito honor) than Gwendolyn Brooks," said
Eleanor Traylor, chairwoman of the
department of English. "She has encouraged
a whole generation; she os the godmother to
many poets and ,uiters."
Broo~ was named Poet Laureate of Illinois
in 1968. The distinguished colleague of
Sterling Brown·s was named Consultant-inPoetry to the Library of Congress for 19851986 - the first African-American woman
to be bestowed with the honor.
She has authored several books. including
"A Street in Bronzeville,"' "Bronzeville Boys
,1nd Girls" and '1'he Bean Eaters."
The endowed chair posi Lion is :m honorary
title that visiting scholars hold in the

department. Currently, there is no endowed
chair position in the department of English,
but Traylor said the position will give Howard
increased stature and more leverage in
seeking grants and foundation support.
Traylor said the revered endowed chair title
was named after Brown because he
represented the tradition, of the Howard
English department.
"Endowed chair distingui,he, a department
or academic because it highligh ts its
traditions of fine professors once
established," Traylor said. "'It gives the
department the ability to in,ite distinguished
professors for periods of time."
Traylor said the department wil l need $1
million to endow the chair, which will allow
the University t0 honor distingui,hed Black
intellectuals who carry on the AfricanAmerican tradition. as well as call attention
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for foundations and grants.
Guest professors arc paid interest from the
in,·csted money from the endowment.
"[The endowed chair) makes visible the
people who con tinue to fertilize ou r
intellectual atmosphere," Traylor said.
The conference, .. A Celebration of Sterling
A. Brown," will be held from 9:30 am to 5:30
p.m. Friday, Feb. 14 at Blackburn Center and
1s free. The dinner will be at 7:30 p.m .. also
at Blackburn.
Brooks is not expected to speak at the
conference.
Throughout the day there will be panel
discussions: "Sterling A. Brown: Poetic
Voice of African America." ''Theorist and
Critic, the Engaged African American
Intellectual" and "Conversat ion 011 the
Continuing Legacy of Sterling A. Brown."

Attack raises
security
awareness
Br
Chana Garcia
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Muhammad All lunches In the Blackburn Restaurant on Monday during his visit to the campus.

An alleged sexual assault in the
engineering building has prompted
the School of Engineering Student
Counci l to hold a serie~ of safety
awareness meetings in response to
students' concerns.
At approximately 11 a.m. on a
Friday in November, an
unidentified
woman
was
approached from behind by a man
wearing a ski mask and accosted in
a stairway on the basement le,·el.
said Michael Bridgeman, president
of the student counciI.
Campus police still do aot have a
description of the assailant and will
not disclose any information 011
whether a report was filed.
After being notified of the
incident a few days later by the
authorities and the administration,
Bridgeman held an emergency
meeting where some engineering
students signed a petition outlining
th eir complaints with security
is.ues in the building.
"The reason it was so hush-hush
is because they [the administration]
didn't know if it was true,''
Bridgeman said. "But we said even
if it's not true, there's issues in this
school that need to be addressed."
For now. Bridgeman said the
studen t council
will
be
corresponding with Engineering
Dean James Johnson to form some
type of definite action 011 what
measures should be taken to ensure

students· ,afety.
Bridgeman said his primary
concern is for engineering students,
who.spend most of their nights in
the building studying or using the
computer labs. But part of
implementing those plans involves
increasing student participation in
meetings, which Bridgeman said
has been lacking recently.
"The attendance was OK," he
said. "The whole meeting was
mostly women. There may ha\'e
been tour or r,,,.e guys."
Nikki Young. a senior majoring in
engineering. said the reason female
engineering students probably show
more concern is because they are
fewer in numbers. Men outnumber
women three to one in the school.
" I didn't even know somebody
got harassed in here," she said.
"Being a fema le engineering
student is hard because there arc
only a few females in the school. I
think the School of Engineering is
more at risk than any other. It would
be nice to have a bus that ran at
night to talce you to the dorms."
Johnson sa id he wants this
incident to be "a lesson learned" on
the importance of increasing
campuswide security.
"Every incident that involves the
safety of a person is important to
us," he said. "We're going to
continue to look at ways to
accommodate the students."
Johnson said he is working with
the student council to sponsor
See, SECURITY, A3.

Haitians speak out against exploitation
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye
Hilltop Staff Writer
There is no love lost between Haiti
and the United States. a recent
campus discussion on Hait i
revealed.
Haitian~ arc angry about their
economic, political and social state.
which they say has regressed
tremendous ly with the "help" of
the United States.
The Haitian Student Association
sponsored a p.1nel discussion earlier
this week featur ing prominent
Haitian officials and addressing
issues that concern most Haitians:
the relationship between Haiti and
the Un ited States and the out look
for llai ti's future.
"From the very begi nni ng of the
Hai tian nat ion in 1804. 1-laiti and
th e U.S. had very antagonistic
relationships and it makes a lot of
sense," sa id Marx Aristide.
executive director of the
Washington Office on Haiti. (He is
not related to former Hait ia n

president Jean-Bertrand Aristide.)
"Haiti is a country that was founded
by former sla,~s and of course the
U.S. is a country that was founded
by slave owners:·
Haiti. now the poorest country in
the Western Hemisphere. has not
always been this way.
'The Republic of Haiti is 1101 only
the first free independent Black
African country, but it was one of
the richest in the Western
Hemisphere.'' said Cha, annc.s JcanB apti ste, princ ipa l adviser to
Haitian president Rene Preval.
"And today. Hai ti is the poore.~t
country in this hemisphere.
"But I refuse to say that Haiti is
impoverished. I would rather say
that Haiti was made poor because
of colonial exploitation."
According to Marx Aristide, the
United States had always resented
the fact that Haiti wa, owned by
former sla,es, and the Hai tian
revo lution brought ou t rea l
antagonism and animosity.
"As a res ult of the Monroe
Doctrine, the U.S. saw lit to invade

Photo by Edouard Leneus

Chavannes Jean-Baptiste (standing) and a translator participated In the discussion on Haiti this week.

Ha1t1 in 1915 to officially re,torc
peace and order. but we all know
the real reason was to protect U.S.
interests," Marx Aristide said
during the Haitian occupatio n,
adding that the Haitian Army was
formed with U.S. funding.

'1'hat army wa.~ responsible lor all
coup d'etat thatlook place in Haiti."
Begin ning in the early 1980s a
wave of change swept through
Latin American and Caribbean
countries, replacing dictatorships
with democracy.

It is in this context that JeanBertrand Aristide became the first
popul arly e lected presiden t in
Haiti's history.
''That was done not because of
SeeHAm, A3.
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A graduation processional travels the Long Walk, circa 1954
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Blowing over,
Fanning each other.
On the long walk.
Winter;
Trees
Covered o,er.
Clinging to each other.
On the long walk.

New book traces life of
Howard's architecture
By Aisha WIiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer
On a daily basis. hundred, of
Howard University students travel
in and out the labyrinth of grass and
gra,el commonly called the "Yard."
But many students arc unaware that
what now forms a maze of
pavement surrounded by bui ldings
was once a solitary path joining
two sides of Howard's campus.
In "The Long Walk: The
Placemaking Legacy of Howard
University," Harry Robinson Ill.
interim vice president for
Academic Affairs and Hazel Ruth
Edwards, special assistant for
Architecture and Planning. attempt

to reconnect the Howard
community with this nearly
forgotten past.
The book chronicles the
architectura l and landscaping
history of the Unive~ity from it,
begmnings as a post-Civil War
campus 10 the present.
According 10 Thoma, C. Battle.
director of the Moorland-Spingarn
Research Center, the book is the
first of its kind to do so.
"The book wiII give students an
opportunity 10 gain a belier
awareness of how the University
was developed, " Ban le said.
The title of the book refer., 10 n
1rce-lincd dirt road approximately
the width of a car. It was the only

HU Press rolls o u t o f
ec o nomic s traits
By Angela Harper
Hilltop Staff Wnter
Budget cutbacks have become a
harsh reality for most Howard
Univc,,.ity department\. In 1994.
the Univcr.,ity laid o ff nearly 400
employees, and other funding
adjustments for academic progrmn,
affected Howard campuswide.
Though far from the bustle of Iii: on
the "¥.u-d." the incc:,n;picuou, Howard
University Pres.<s a publishing house
located on 1240 Randolph St.. did not
escape the budget chopping boarcL
"The budget cutbacks have hit us
hard, but "e',•e done it because we
had to do it," Howard University
Press Director Ed Gordon .said.
Under Interi m President Joyce
Ladner's administration, five staff
members were eliminated. Despite
Ladner's s upport of the Press. the
Board of Trustees argued thnt the
Press cost too much 10 maintain and
recommended cuts.
"We used to have 16 people and
now we have two - me, the
director, and my publicity and
promotions assistant.'' Gordon said.
First established in 1882 by the
Board of Trustees and officially
o pened in 1972, the Howard
University Pres, is the on ly
publishing house in North America
ow ned and operated by a
historically Black university.
Whe n it first opened, the Press
served as a printing company:
today, howC\'Cr. Howard University
Press is at the forefront of voicing
African-American concerns and
issues that would not normally be
published.
The Press has published nearly
150 books in literature, education,
communications, political science,
and social and religious Mudies,
among other fields. lts mission
invo lves publishing works that
contribute 10 solutions for human
and social problems.
In the beginning, press operations
were totally supported by the
University. Because of managerial
problems, including the resigning
of tl1e founding director in the late
1980s, a backlog of manuscripts

de,eloped.
Howard University bounced back
from the setbac k. though, and
experienced its most successfu l
period in its 25-year history during
fiscal year 199 1 with the aid of the
publication "Split Image." edited by
William Barlow and Jannelle
Dates. now dean of the School of
Communications.
That same year, there was also an
increase in publications from nine
10 13.
"The biggc:.t change l\e seen in the
19 months that I've been here is that we
don't ha\'e to h3\e Trustee review-s
anymore,"Gcroonsaid 'There's less red
tape, wbicll allows me 10 run the Pre;,,
without having son~no looking O\er
my shoulder.''
Gordon said all tl1c success has
not made his job any easier.
Production is up, but according to
Gordon, there are fewer people and
more work. But whi le it is enjoying
some renewed success. the HU
Press could benefit from more
faculty :ind student interest, Gordon
said.
"I'd like to sec more support from
the Howard community." Gordon
said. "This is a research institution.
People give grants to support this
program, but people arc giving their
business to other institutions
instead of coming lo us (Howard
University Press}."
However, some Howard scholars
have been ;,upportive of the book
publisher. Sandra Shannon's book,
"The Dramatic Vision of August
Wilson," has just been published by
the Howard University Press. Ura
Jean Bai Icy, project director for
Drug Abuse Research and a
Howard professor, and Lorenzo
Morris are among those who arc
currently supporting the Press'
efforts by publishing their works
under the Howard University Press.
" We u sed Howard University
Press because of their tradition of
excellence," Bailey said.
Her book, "One-third of a Nation:
African-American Perspectives
Volumes I and II," co.authored by
Morris. wi ll be re leased in
February for Black History Month.

pathway 1n the early years of
Howard and connected the entrance
of the Main Building - the first
building on campus to house
classrooms - to the entrance of
Clark Hall, the fim male dormitory.
By chronicling the de,clopment
of this famous Howard ,,alkway
who,e path Howard ,tudents mivcl
during commenceme nt and
"crossing-over" ceremon ies for
sororities and fraternities, Edwards
and Robinson attempt 10 show the
physical changes of the campus
since it was first chartered by
Congress in 1867.
The book lists numerous factors
that shaped the physical
devclopment of the Uni,crsit): once

News Briefs
The Rev. Jesse Jackson will speak
at a reception in the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center
TI1ursday, Feb. 13. 1997. to a tea.m
of ~3 Peace Corps ,oluntecr,
trnwlin)! to South Africa
Pre,idcnt H. P,11rick Swytcrt and
Peace Corp, Director Mark Gearon
will join Jackson at the I p.m.
ceremony in sending off the
volunteers. some of whom are
Howard graduates.
A VIP reception will immediately
follow, where Nelson Mandela's
granddaughter Rochelle Mtirara. a
Howard Uni,ersity student, will
introduce
each
volunteer
independently.
Once in South Africa, the 33
volunteers will work as resource

a slave plan1a11on at one of the
highest altitudes in the District.
According to Edwards and Robinson.
Howard Uni\'ersity's students abo h:ld
a great desire 10 impr<l\e the physical
beauty of their campus.
"The students had a desire not
only 10 be educated but contribute
back lo the University as well,"
Edward, said.
In 186 7, students for med I he
Building Block Co .. which erected
the first buildings on campus, the
Main Building and Clark Hall.
Founders Library now <;tand, on
the former si te of the Main
Building, and the School of Fine
Arts now stands in the place of
Clark Hall.
persons on a project. ··De,'Cloping
Resources in Schools and the
Community.''
The project_ which will focus on
rural area., that previously had been
officially neglected by the South
African government, is the
outcome of talks between President
Clinton and South African
President :-.lclson Mandela in
October 1994.
The agreement 10 ,end the Peace
Corps ,oluntecrs to South Africa
was signed in December 1995 by
Vice President Albcrt Gore and
South African Deputy Prc<;idcnt
Thabo Mbcki.

Black History Month
HU Libraries Film Series:
"M,1ndela: The Man and hts
Country"
Wed .. Feb. 12 at I:! p.m.
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The 30's Lo ng Walk: Lamp posts and trees line the his
once connectlng the university's fi rst buildi ngs
The buildings, demolished in the
But nearly 10 years II.
1930s for building code violations,
realigned to connect tllc:it
were major factors in qe1ermining a newly built Foundcn
the boundaries of the Yard, which
"The Long Walk" ct
Edwards said is the cen1ral feature variety of historical pt,,
on campus.
documenLs and archit=
"The '1utl wa.<; mullifun..'tiooal in the
that Uni,ersit) officialearly 1900s." said Edward,;. poinung to gl\e studenL\ the hi<IOI)
a picture of a baseball diamond in the
through a unique pcllpe<
bookshcco-authorcd."ltwasalootball
By the 1980s, the L.
fiekl.alxl!dxlllfw:ldandasoci:il~ng
became just another re;
place."
crisscrossing sidewalksa
The Yard was the focal point of but as President H. Palnd
social activities in tho;e days, even writes ,n the foreword to
on weekends. There \\ere rows of what it 1ruly stands for bi,,
b leachers where Douglas Hall now forgonen.
stand, that overlooked the Yard,
"How many studentsdc
where spectators cou ld view course of their li,es "hil
political events, athletic games and on the steps of Foundtr<
graduation ceremonies.
silting on a bench 1n
But the Yard's around-the-clock Quadrangle or stud)iq
social soirees began to decline
room,at Wheatley Hall: 1
whe n the women's dormitories asks. "As our plan~ :ind~
wen: moved to Fourth Street and
modified and created bl
the men's dormitories 10 Sixth century, it is appropr,31
Street in the 1930s.
understand how them •
With the dormitories no longer came into its present 5IJlt
located o n the centra l campus,
''The Long Walk" i,a,
people had liule reason 10 stay on
Moorland- Spingarn. It
the Yard after work or cla,scs.
price from $50 forthc~
By the 1920s, the Long Walk was $1.500 for the colle<:1«
paved with bricks and lamp posts All of the proceeds \ltB
wen: placed among the trees, which
the Moorland-SpingarQ Ii
had stood alone for almost four Center.
decades. and the campus became
more pedestrian-oriented.

Media Center. UGL

Center L:cciurc Series:

"Sankofa''
Thurs., Feb. 13 at 5:30 p.m
Rm. 300A. Founder's Library

''The Olmecs and IN
Presence m the A
Wed .. Feb. 12 at 5J-Or
Rm. I20. Founder's
A film and discu<>1v1
Thoma., Bonte. direct~
Spnngarn. Hl,

"For Us tlie Living: The Story of
Medgar facrs"
Wed., Fcb.19 at 12 p.m
Media Center, UGL
"Panther"
Thurs., Feb. 20 nt 5:30 p.111.
Rm. 300A. Founder's Library
"Marlin Luther King Jr.: Lener
from n Birmingham Jail"
Wed., Feb. 26 nt 12 p.m.
Media Center, UOL

x··

"Malcolm
Thurs .. l'cb 26 at 5:30 p.m.
Rm. 300A, Founder's Librarv
Moorland-Springarn Researc h

"The Vt\lon and Mc
Lon!! Walk''
Wed., Feb. I 9 at 5:~ r
Rm . 120, Fournier\
A dtSCll\\ion with I
Robinwn nnd Hazel
"Were
Ancient
Achievements 'BOITVI
Africa?"
Wed., Feb. 2b at 5JOr
A d1-.uss1on on Afm:
w 11h Dr Ru.s<cll Ad........
Afro-American
O.:paruncnt. HU.

It's better than caffeine in the morning .. . Don't start your
days without it. ..

Morning Praise
nursdays
7:30-7:50 AM
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Sponsored by Wesley Foundation,
The United Methodist Campus Ministry at Howard Universi~
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PUS PLUS
ras.s -roots canipaign celebrates Black
istory Month 'With progressive prograins
By Natalie P. McNeal
H,lttop Slaff Writer

11ng 10 "awa ken Negroes"
racourage progres,1vc
1b1 3mong ,1uden1,, a
root~ campaign launched
r.-t of an c1gh1-par1 scr,c,
"Tribute 10 Negro Htslo,0,h" in Carver Hall on
)

~ording 10 progrnm orgaTarril. Kenney. the series
1rass-roou, approach 10
'.ICtton among Black,.
~~ of tunes people JUSI get
~up at meetings." said Ken1,ephomorc majoring in h1s"Thc 1"uc, arc never
,cd"

ltfirsl program topic. titled
, 1, Ho" ard Un1vcr,11y
-rolling Black Progre"ive
1h11" was paneled by Nil.

Eames, Howard University Student Associa ti on's chief of
Maff. and David Muhammad, a
student representative for the
Nation of Islam.
At the ,e,sion, ideas about
progre"iveness "ere bounced
off the panelists and an audic1H'e of about 20 members.
Kenne) ,aid future panel
mtmbers arc tentative. but he
ha, ,lated Mary Agnibo of the
Marcus Garvey Charter School
10 ,peak on the pane l on educating Black youth. and Malik
Shabau ha, a lready been confirmed for the panel on Black
entrepreneurship.
All ,e,sions will be held in the
Carver Hall dormitory on Sundays
:II 7 p.lll
·we shouldn't be labeled as
.ic11v1sts. said Jerrah Crowder.
a vo lunteer for the program
"We arc ,u,1 meeting re,ponsib11i11c, we ,hould meet. People

often call the average extraordinary."
Future topics:
• Mumm Abu-Jamal and Geronimo Prall: How can Howard University get Involved'?
• CIA and crock-cocaine: How
docs Howard Univcrsi1> studenis
pl:1ce the prc,,ure on the government 10 re,cal the truth'?
•Ebonics: Why is it an issue?
How do we educate our Black
youth'! Why arc there illiterate
Black youth around Howard University, the Mecca of HBCs?
•Ho" do we promote Black
cnLrepreneurship in the community as well at Ho"ard University?
• How can we use religion to
hond our political and economic
aspirations'/
• Apathetic How.,rd University
students: How do we deal with
them?

Photo by Pedro de Woover

David Muhammad and Michael Muhammed speak at the first ln a series of grass-roots programs aimed
at stirring up action In Blacks.

lChool of Communications is latest target of campus robberies
By Phllllpa Phflpot
H< IIOp Slaff Wnter

·>1-ber)· ,n the School of
.:oica11ons ,, the latest in a
~r c•mpus burglaries that
10 lca,e c.,mpu, polin:
1
return in g
from
,1mas break. Barbara
,. cha1n1 omon of the
•1lism
deportment.
trcd that her office and
ppl) closet belonging 10

her e;,.ecu11vc a,si,1an1. Brenda
Alcxandc~ had been broken
tnlO.
Campus police found no
cv idencc of forced entry.
111dica11ng that the crinuna1'
had 10 be ,orncwhat familiar
"1th the budding However.
hoth door, were completely
destroyed 111 an effort 10 escape
with the ,1olen good,.
Among ttcms taken were
eomputcr,. a fo, machrne. a
video ca"c11e recorder. a

sma ll 1clcv1s1on and many
video and office supplies.
Many of the s to len ,1ems.
"ith costs ranging in the
thousands of dollar,. are 1101
expected 10 be replaced until
the next fiscal year.
--1 can onl) remember ont other
tune that this ollice It.is been broken
into." Alexander said. "and both
time, the door, have been
completely dewoycd."
Hines said 1ha1 the loss of the
equipment will delay worl.. in the

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
Robber)
~

t "attd lltat "" fan. 29 " •PJ>IO"lll"lel)
be ro,LN h" 1ch1dc 10 the S<hO<II of D1\ln1ty
kt Upon !111 return ht' dii<:o,crcd lh•t p<rs n/1)
II.Id rrn,o1-cd h" , ch1dc

The compbinan1 <Wied 1h31 on J.an JO al approximllcl)
7·30 p_m. he.,.,., approached b) ti,c unlno\\n

Blad, male,

One uhJ<'CI btand1,hcd a ,m•ll handgun. plil<--ed II t<> the bock
of the con1pla1nan1\ head. aJ, 11<:d th<- complainanl I<> lay <>n

1he &round and dcm•nded personal pl'OfX'rt)

"""'

& 2'l :ti •ppro,imotcl) 9: 15 p Ill. lh.: complam.tnl
~

ill Ill< NKI been rs'ttl\tng h:inru,ng !'hone: call, or a

, a t The pic~on m.1lmg the call\ \\a, -.omi:-onc that
t-=l'""""t met through phooi: con,-c~3llons

l

~.1Jll3ltl >IJIL-d th.11 on fan.

:?<J ., •ppro"malCI)

;a. he"~ 11rrroach,-d by an unkno\\ n Blad:, m•lc.
:tjl<t l'lllnd"Jt-,d nn automauc haltdgun and then
Ibo cam('l:unant lo Cm('() his pod

y

When Tomorro"
Where: Burr Gymna,ium• North G)m
Time IOam to2pm.
TI)()~ interested mu~t atu:nd all three sc~,ion~ and sealing
;, hnntc:d 10 lhc rirs1 15 \\ho call

\"crn,ca lr\lng 31 806-1088

rew students attend monthly Town
K
all meeting

k
n

'The campu, police arc hJ\mg a Rape Aggression Defcn"'
Cl3..\s

&, Kacee D. Wilkerson
K'ltop Staff Wrrter

n

conducted 11' monthly

1,

.)~

:S

•H.,11 mc..-eting. but fo\\cr 1han

ibztn ,1udents came 10 meet

die <1udcn1 lenders.
picked Burr Gymna"um
,,.j on the Bbon basketball
·, last weel.. while in the
.meAnne., Seminar Room was
J11th empty chairs .
7:05 p.m.. HUSA President
.1t01Jacqucs and Vice President
Jwa Ri,hardson had arrived
. •1th a few student,. but total
count for the entire meeting
:S.
di.vdson seemed dismayed at
lo,. 3llendance and urged
.tlll} 10 spread the word that
•• Hall meetings arc held
'lbr1) for all Mudent s.
~ "" ~o structured agenda;
MUll\es inslcad preferred 10
lhc meclmg conducted as an
:■ d1scu<sion. where student,
1laskqueMion, and have them
ned b) Jacque.,. Richardson
litc,e Fa,urs. vice president for
~I affairs.

Frnm. SECURITY. A I
.ife1y awa reness meetings in
IICSofbringing -iudents together
,nrorm officials of other
.ilcnt, 1hn1 have occurred near
i.:bool.
Ult scmc,1cr a robbery that
QITed in the nearby parking lot
28 in\olvcd some Howard
idents. who were held at
q,oin1. A burglary occurred two
)I later in the School of

The questions ranged from
untimely appropna11on of funds 10
poor mcdical insurance coverage 10
the nc" bookstore's scheduled
opening in the former Howard Inn
But one of the mo,1 vocal
sp, ·al.cr, .11 the mecting came from
a nontraditional student: J 1-ycarold tran,fcr student F. Michelle
Richard,on.
"A, a studen t on Howard's
campu, there arc thmgs that l see
need improvement and I am willing
,10 worl. for some of those
improvements 10 be made:· said
M,chcllc Richardson. a student in
the School of Communication,.
Realizing the lack of an official
onentallon for transfer student, on
the part of the administration.
Michelle Richardson has spoken
with the HUSA executives and
Favors about the idea of a transfer
student organi,mion.
"TI1e organi,ation would 1101 be
\lrictly limited 10 just transfer
student\ but any students who
,y111pathi1,e with the need for
.icclinmtion for tran,fcr ,1uden1,:·
Michelle Richardson said_
Besides her ideas for creating new
entities on campus, she brought 10
the administration's auention Lhc

lack of adequate security and
facilities al Burr Gym.
There have been numerous
reports of stolen personal
belonging, from student a1hlctc.s
using the g) rn
Jacque, said there i, not enough
"personnel or the resources.. lo
comple te ly secure the gym
throughout the afternoons and
evenings when many intramurals
and night swims occur.
Some proposed changes included
sho"ing ID cards 10 gain access to
Burr af1er 4 p.m .. increasing
sccucity visibility around campus.
and gainmg University funding 10
rev11ali,e the campus and the
surr(lunding areas.
"S1uden1s want to sec resullli and
new programs implemented. but 10
get these progrnm, implemented
there needs 10 be representation of
at lea,150 percent of the students.''
Jania Richardson sai<f.
Jania Richardson also asked the
audience 10 put in writing any
suggestions. ideas. problems or
concerns they might have. She said
students do not realize the sources
available within HUSA and only by
action can any progress be made.

Architecture.
After the incident. Johnson
had ,urve i I lance cameras
i nstallcd ICJ monitor the schoo l
and placed mirrors around the
,1airway where the woman was
allegedly assaulted so that
anyone gorng 10 the ground
level can sec around the corner.
Bui even with the new equipment
some students like George Mensah
st ill do not feel safe.

"The School of Engineering
is a convenient place 10 come to
work on projects that kind of
take a long time. so you mi gh t
have 10 stay here very late."
said the senior e nginee rin g
major. " I l..cep all my books in
my locker in the basement and
when I get there I have 10 look
around. I' 111 scared because I
don't know what•, goi ng 10
happen."

department of journalism.
"There was rnluablc information
for upcoming events saved on the
computer 1ha1 now have 10 be
poMponed until further nohce."
Hine, ,aid.
Many Journalism ,iudent, ~,ere
not a\\nre oflhc break-in. hut tho,e
who l.nc\\ were upset that the
availability of material, will be
limited.
.., saw the ,ign about the robbery
posted on the computer lab door:·
said Megan Johnson. a sophomore

majoring in broadcast journalism. suspects in any of the robberies
"Now if I want to use some occurring around campus, but they
supplies. there will be a shortage ,ay assailants arc moving quickly
and l may not be able 10 gel what I · and cflicicntly. using forced entry to
want:·
breal.. into offices and computer
"Whal the ... are we supposed 10 labs.
use with all the communication
Mean\, hiie. Alexander is calling
equipment gone•>" senior Veronica for m(lrc ,ccunty around campus
Howard said "It's indecent for buildings.
people to come off the Mrect or
"There·, not enough security in
if it's an inside job- to Meal from this building ... Alexander said. " If
the ,1uden1s who are trying 10 do th ere were more securi ty. we
their JOb."
l'Ouldn't have al l these break-ins
Police have no leads and no around campus:·

From. HAITI. Al
That \\US done not lx:causc of U.S.
assistance. 11 \\Os done in ,puc of
US. interference." Mar, Aristide
,aid. dispelling the notion that U.S.
financial assistance meant
endorsement
of
Aristide.
"[President] Ari,tide was not liked
b> Washington: [he] came mto the
race 10 the ,urpri,c of the U.S."
The fact that Washington ,-as
against Aristide ma) hav,:
contributed 10 the coup of 1991
that forced Aristide into exile.
·1ne three )~ars of the coup d'e,at
has knocked out the Hait·an
economy." ,aiJ Jcon-Bapti ,te
"When Ari,udc returned in I :l94.

he found a country that wa,
destroyed sociall)'. economically
and politically." he said.
Another aspect of Haitian life
discussed wa, Lhe expl011a1ion of
Ha11iun workers by Americ:ln
corpora11ons. According 10 Paul
Pumphrey. chairman of the
Campaign
for
o
New
Tomorrow/Haiti Support ProJCCI.
companies like Disney have opened
up factories in Haiti for cheap labor.
causing a loss of employment in the
United States.
··we find that the impact of polic)
in corporations such as Disney have
a direct impact on us here 01 home."
Pumphrey said. Wherea, textile
companies in North Carolina and

South Carolina pay workers about
S7 an hour. Disney factories in Haiti
pay only 28 cents 10 30 cents an
hour.
But Disney chairman Michael
Eisner made an eMimated $321
million last year.
·1ne impact of that means 1h01 we
h:1ve a country here 1ha1 encourages
chasing cheap labor around the
world," Pumphrey said.
Haitian leaders have asked the
U.S. public to challenge such policy
10 help ease 1ense relations between
Haiti and the United Siates.
"The anger and distrust is 1101 only
at 1hc level of popular movement
but ever> sector of Haitian society."'
Jean-Baptiste said_

A'i[TENTION!!
FRESHMEN IN THE
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

HAVING NECOTIJ\TED WITH HOUGHTO>J \4TFFLIN
PCBLISHING COMPANY, THE EDIT<.)RS OF A HOWARD
READER ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT
THF. PUBLISHER
HJ\S AGREED TC1 PROVIDE A GlfT COPY OF THE
11\:AUGGRAL EDITiON OF THE TWO-VOLUMF. SET TO
MEl\1BERS OF THE CLASS or 2000 WHO PARTICIPATED l!\J
THE FRESHMAN O IUENT ATION COURSE CONDUCTED
DLRING THE FAI.I. St-:\1ESTER 1996
I·

,,

IF YOU HA VE ALREADY PURCHASED THE REAIJF.R, YOLl WILL
BE REIMBURSED BY THF. BOOKSTORE. DETAILS /\BOUT
RErUNDS ARE BEINC NEGOTIATED N()W BETWEEN TH E
BOOKSTORE AND HOUGHTOK MIFfl.I>J.

.
KL\JDI.Y CONT ACT DR PAULE. LOGAN (LOCKE HALL, SUITE
101) fOR FURTHER INfORMATIOI\'.
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PEACE CORPS,

The

Febr.:,

with Howard University, celebrates its new partnership w

Thursday
February 13th,
l p.m.
Howard University
Blackburn Student Center Ballroom

Join The Reverend

·. Jesse Jackson
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and Peace Corps Director Mark Gearan
in sending off the first Peace CorpsVolunteers
to serve in South Africa. This special group
includes C.D. Glin, Howard Class of '96.

1-800-4 24-85
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D.C. residents angry over
lack of community support

Morgan

residents fed
up with
violence

By Lolly Bowean
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Jessica Gage
Hilltop S taff Writer
Responding to a violent Mring of
,m1es in their community, nearly
ro Adams Morgan re,,dent, met
the Wyoming Apartment
.aiding Inst \\eek to discus, ways
tnm the surging crime r:ue in
tr neighborhood.
ID rteent week>, one pcr,on wa,
ardcred. four women were
t1Ually assaulted and almost a
-un busine,scs were robbed in
~,s diverse and thriving
~unity.
11111)' residents said that 1hey were
.d up w1th the escalating crime
~. and they were ready to work
~her to fight crime.
11 "e don'1 get orgnn11ed, there
'°"ay thn1 "e can stop this ... we
Jvt to get together," said one
tsidenl.

O.C. Police Chief Larry Soulsby
,ounced that Crome Solvers ha.,

.Jncd the dial up on its award for
~ "ho has solid information
-liool 1he >tring of crime, from
llro'.> 10 $ 10.000.
Soulsby said he wa., glad 10 see
tue,idents working together to
.:rt, mmc m the area.
Wh.•1e,er it is in this area. we
bit to ,how this kmd of attention
the time:· Souhby said. "You
,, 10 ~now your nc,ghbors. that
l!>t bes1 protccuon. It\ not 1hc
:illm,, ,i's 1101 the bars. it's your
,mhbor, lookmg out for each
llff"
SIIICC the beginning of the new
ar. more than 29 crin11nal
.m;es have been reported on 1he
m. s.tid Capinin Jesse Vilarill of
i
Metropolitan
Police
,qxutmcn1.
\cl:ording to metropolitan police.
'tt of the four victim, of the
--:,al ao;saulls allo\\ed the victim
JO~ir homes. The fourth ,exual
,ult occurred at Heaven and
lklL a local cafe. police said.
!a1he fourth incident. 1he victim
.,, 1t,mg the phone "hen she was
ii:ed onto the men's restroom and
olhcn sexually assaulted, police
d.
~11 rtport, have been reviewed.
1 there is no definitive link
"llten the crime,," Vila.rill said.
They say furthermore that all leads
dsugsestions are \\Clcome from
member of the public."
11u, show of concern over the
, lier of violence may soon
i:ome a commonal1y to many
~-ir,c1 communitie, because of
'l)'Or Marion Barry's Jan. 28
vposal 10 reduce the police
t:p3ttmcnt staff by 400 officers by
:u )ear.
.1-'llen asked by concerned
lllrn\ and the mediu numerous
,1 to speak on the matter,
.prcsentatives from the City
:ooncil opted to delay their
:mmcnis until another time.

Ventilating their frustration over
the lack of support from Howard
University. abou1 20 residents met
at the Bruce Monroe Elementary
School on Georgia Avenue la,t
Thursday n,ght with Advisory
Neighborhood
Council
Commis,ioncr Jonathan Hullo.
Many residents are angry over
what they say has been a lax
altitude toward community
involvement. Resident Julien
Marsha said she feels that Howard
has forgouen about the community
and has not played a leadership role
within it.
"I have no re,pect for Howard,"
Marsha said. "They 1us1 take. take.
take and never give anything b.~ck
or fulfill :111y of their promise, to the
community. When 1hey don't give
back, what message does that send
10 us and the students who go there?
Then they wonder why enrollment
is down and 1hey can't get any
alumni support.
··Former Howard groduates arc
doing for Howard what 1hey 1augh1
them to do - take and never give
back." she said .
Responding to complain1, from
residents like M11rsha and rumors
tha1 the Univcr,,ity plans to build a
fence around the school. Hutto
defended Howard and said that he
Wal> unaware of any fencing plans.
"I don't thmk IIO\\ard will ever
shut itself from the community,"
Huuo ,a,d. "Howard ha, a long
commitment to the community and
I don't 1hink the Universi1y would
want that 10 happen. President [H.
Pmrick] Swygert ha\ held town
meeting, to dialogue with the
community and to get the residents
involved. Some >tudents may think
that the community is not there for
them. but many of the residents arc
sincere and 1hey care abou1 this
university."
Resident James Walker said that if
the University surrounds itself with
a fence. it will exclude itself from
the reM of the District community.
"By pulling up a fence around the
University they are saying that they
don't wam us to be apart of their
community and we have been apart
of this community for years,"
Walker said. "If we are shut out.
then we don'1 know what's going on
with Howard and we cannot
support them or give them our input
about certain situations. When
Howard was visible in this
community that was a great
benefit."
Hutto represents District I 806.
which covers Cook Hall. Drew I lall
and the Howard Manor apartment
complex. Hutto scheduled the
meeting in to address the c.o ncerns
of residents and students
The ANC acts a~ a liaison
between 1he District's City Council
and local residents.

Residents said crime is another
these people and tell them tha1
"These residents :ire taxpayers," paying for. I want to see 1hese probproblem in the community.
he said. "And the way I see 11. of you lems addressed and solved as soon
they are causing a problem."
Auuo said he (?Ians to present all pay your taxes and ru;e doing your as possible.
Todd Mosley. Mayor Mar io n
Barry's Ward One ombudsman, of the residents concerns to the Job m 1he community. then you
deserve the proper services you are
said the new preventat ive crime ANC board at its first meeting.
projcc1 that is being implemented
should help reduce crime
throughout 1he city. The project was
launched by Mayor Barry and will
depend on local resident volunteers
to serve as beat leaders and
sergeants. The bea1 leaders and
sergeants wiII be responsible for
working with the Metropoli tan
Police Department in o rder to
secure police protection in crime
infested areas.
"The success of this program wi 11
1101 be measured by the increase in
arrests." Mosley said. " II will be
measured by the decrease in the
number of crimes 1hat occur. And
crime in this area has already gone
down, bur now there is an increa:,e
in the Adams Morgan area and we
arc doing what we can to stop that."
In addition, Vice President for
Student Affairs Steve Favors said at
the mee1ing that the University has
plans to create a police substation
in 1he former Wino ·s Liquor store
located on Georgia Avenue. The
substation will serve the University
as well as the surrounding
community.
Although the preventative crime
effort and the police substation
Pholo by Jason l8WIS
migh1 help decrease crime. Hullo ANC member Jonathan Hutto, a Howard University student, meets with community members about
said he thinks there "ill still be what they call a lax attitude displayed by Howard students.
problems.
"I wnnt 10 talk to the ANC Board
10 ,ee if we can get more police
servicing this area.'' Hutto said. " I
Washington {D.C.) Alumni Chapter
read ,n The Washington Pos1 that
Mayor Barry is discussing plans 10
lny off 400 police officers and I
don't under.land how you will have
a crime prevention plan and layoff
Post Office Box 90473
officers."
Washington, D.C. 20090
O1her concerns
included
problem, "ith trash throughout the
neighborhood. Kenneth Howley.
who owns properly on Harvard
Street. said he has had trash piled
up in the alley that trosh collectors
have no1 picked up since
September.
"I don·1 spend a lot of time here.
but one thing that I always see is
trash.'' Howley said. "My main
problem is the trash because it
causes the rats and rodents tha1
roam this area. I am here 10 ,ee
what our leaders and the ANC plan
to do about this problem."
One resident. who wished to
remain anonymous, suggested 1hat
fliers be distributed to residen1s to
teach them how to dispose of1rnsh.
Because garbage collectors for the
department of public works are not
allowed 10 pick up large bags of
trash, they oflen end up leaving lots
of trash in alley ways
"Some people have never lived in
a house and they don't know how to
pUI out the trash.'' the resident said.
"Somebody needs 10 go 10 these
people and tell them that they are

Kapi:e Alpha PsiFraternity. fuQ

XI CHAPTER-HOWARD UNIVERSITY

**There Will Be NO 1997 INTAKE**

•

Xi Chapter has not met the Criteria to be Certified

for Membership Intake Orientation Program

l

'

•• Unless and until the Province Polemarch Certifies
the Xi Chapter and gives the Washington Alumni
Chapter express permission to do an intake for Xi
Chapter, the Xi Chapter remains inactive

e,

,g

•
communication, culture and technology
Georgetown University's Communication, Culture and Technology (CCT) pro~ram is an
interdisciplinary Masters d egr~ with a unique mission: 10 redefine commumcauon and
media studies in the networked media environment of the Internet and World Wide Web.
CCT offers an individualized programof study for careers in business, journalism,
government. and education.

l-

Therefore, any activities related to recruitment,
including requests for letters of interest, interest
meetings, smokers, interviewing sessions, parties,
and rund raising activities ror the purpose of
recruiting ror Xi Chapter are considered illegal,
unauthorized, underground pledging by the
Fraternity and will be handled accordingly

CCT emphasizes the interco nnections among related fields•· media and communications,
technology policy, business. and cultural theory •· in a rapidly-changing world.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
You're invited to a CCT OPEN HOUSE on FEBRUARY 13, 1997, 6:00pm - 8:30pm
Copley Hall• GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Now accepting applications for Fall 1997.

http://www.georgetown.edu/ grad/ CCT
cct@gusun.georgetown.edu

202/687-6618

•

•

The Washington Alumni Chapter·is working with
the Province Polemarch in an attempt to get Xi
Chapter reactivated at Howard University in the .
future
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Deadbeat dads bew·a re
Florida congressman touts tougher child support
By Natalie Hopkinson
Hill1op Staff Writer
Advoca1es for child suppori enforcement were told
Monday 1hat the days arc numbered for deadbeai dads.
''No longer will it be cute or funny for a man to have
two or 1hree women pregnant at 1he same time," said
Rep. E. Clay Shaw, R-Fla .. in a speech before 1he
Na1ional Child Supporl Enforcement Association.
Shaw, who chairs the subcomminec that crafted 1he
welfare reform bill signed mto law last year. received
1he association's "Legislator of 1he Year" award for

associa1ion is comprised of workers in federal, state and
local agencies.
"h seemed 10 me 1h01 tl1e government was caking 1he
place of the fa1her. whi le 1he mo1her was destined to
live a life of poverly where she was forced to take a
handout," Shaw said.
Under the 1996 law, a father who refuses to pay child
support could have his professional or driver's license
revoked. and his bank assels, income or lottery
winnings seized for back payment. The bill also
provides an improved compulerdatabasc :1nd a national
registry to catch absent fathers who cross state lines to

Mar ilyn Ray Smith. chief counsel for 1he
Massachusens Department of Revenue, in1roduced
Shaw. praising his work in passing what she called "the
most comprehensive lcgisla1ion ever" for child support
enforcemenl.
"He never shied away from digging in101hesc devilish
details to make sure this would work." Smi1h said.
"Because of chairman Shaw's leadership. children of
a smgle-parenl family h:1ve more hope for a decent life
1han C\crbefore."
During a question :ind ,llls"er period following his
speech, Shaw said he was confiden1 that Republican

,

come under scru1iny from Prcsiden1 Chn•
Democra1, seeking 10 weaken some oflhcpro,
Bui he acknowledged 1ha1 1he provision lh31alegal immigrams from receivmg benefi15'
some negative effects.
"Because of the huge amoum of dollars 101111>
believe we ~hould iake care of our ci1izensfi111.
said. "We will nol undo that provision. bu1
think :1bou1 sof1ening the landing"
The nation's governors' nwe1ing.10 be he\!1
this week. called on Congress to negotin1echl.,.
would allo" at least some legal immigrant5"3t

c·entrai Tstate·in filliiiCialh;,S'Jiiiinbies
By Aprill Turner
1-lilhop Staff Writer
Cen1ral S1a1e Universuy owes creditors Sl6 million
and is in such a severe state of crisi:, 1ha1 the future of
the historically Black university is uncertain.
Localed across the s1rcet from Wilberforce University
in Wilberforce, Ohio. is the only public historically
Black universi1y in the stale. In addi1ion to outsianding
bills for such 1hings as telephone, water and cafeteria
services, the school abo mus, face charges that its
dormitories and some classrooms are substandard and
in some cases unsafe.
Ohio Gov. George Voinovich. Stale Senate President
Richard Finan and House Speaker Jo Ann Davidson all
agreed last week that the Male should pay off Central
State's debt.
But while Voinovich said the school filb a "special
educa1ional niche" and should be pre.,ervcd, Finan and
Davidson que,11011 if the siate should continue 10 bail

out the school 1hrough 1he fall.
According 10 Lauren Meddin, an aide to Gov.
Voinovich. lhe state is focused on gelling Central State
through this year's spring quarter. then they will devise
a long-1crm plan.
"The school has recently asked for $1 I million."
Meddin said. "That will be enough 10 pull 1he school
through 1he spring quarter, and then that will give us
time 10 make plans for funding 1he next quarter in fall."
Nine dormitories closed last summer because of
safety reasons. Three have since been renovated and
opened.
Arnell Barnes. a senior majoring in political science
at Central S1a1e told the Co/11mh11s D1spa1d1 he wan1s
1he school's board of regents 10 "come clean up their
mess.''
"The dorms are atrocious, there arc pes1s. rodents.
insects. poor lighting. mice.'' Barnes said. "In fact my
·ne"' roommate' comes to visit me at night."
Like others. Barnes blames conditions on poor slate
funding.

"The stale mrncd its back on the school for 20 years,"
Barne:, said. "What did they 1hink \\a, going to happen
wi1hou1 proper supporl''"
The Ohio Board of Regenls 1s looking for emergency
money to pay for repairs in some of the school's
dormi1ories. Plans ha,·e been made for 1he rcgcn1s 10
tour 1he campus and see 1he problems for 1hcmselve,.
Some of Central S1a1e·s 16,000 living alumni have
launched a three-year campaign 10 raise money and are
lobbying !he slate to save their 1roubled almn mater. Till!
alumni contnbu1ed S63.000 in ca,h and pledges during
Homecommg week last Oc1obcr.
"This may be our la\! go-around." ,aid alumnus
Luther Towers 111 1he Columh11s Dispatch. "If 111s not
done right. we may not ge1 another chance:·
Mark Bobo. a freshman al Ccn1ral Slate. said he has
done his research and still doc, not understand \\here
the University's financial problems originated.
"They say 1ha1 Central State recei,es a greater subsidy
per student than any other Ohio Uni\'ersi1y." Bobo said.
"The ,chool\ administration mu,1 ha,e m1Sman,1ged

Black businessnian draw-s fire
for launch ing anti-affirJnative
action group on MLK Day
By Aprill Turner
Hilhop Siaff Writer
Ward Connerly. a Black Sacramento businessman who spearheaded the
209 drive to end affirmative ac1ion. launchcd a new organization 1his year
to help other states repeal 1he success of 1hc California referendum.
Connerly said the group. the American Civil Rights Institute, has already
been comacted by people in Florida, Oregon. Colorado, and Washington
seeking his help in promo1ing the issue.
The ins1itute is a nonprofi1 group designed 10 spread the message of
Proposition 209 to 01her s1a1e, n.nd the federal government. There arc also
plans 10 have a joint organizat1on. 1hc American Civi l Righi, Coali1ion.
!hat will bccrea1ed under a diffcren1 sci of tax la\\S allowing 1110 be active
in political campaigns.
Connerly and his supporters caused controversy for launching 1he group
on Jan. 21. 1he observation of Martin Lulher King Jr.\ birthday.
Connerly, who chaired 1he "Yes on Proposition 209" campaign. said he
firmly believes 1ha1 he and King ,hared the same goals: ending preferences
for women and minorities in hiring. comracting and university admissions.
But many civil righ1<, activisls blasted 1he choice of 1he launch da1e.
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calling it a shameful distortion of the Civil Rights Mowmen1. The group
was deeply criticized for comparing King's vision of a colorblmd ,oc1et)
10 1he need to rid of affirmative ac1ion.
Connerly. who chaired the "Yes on Prop 209" can1paign. ,aid he has the
righ1 to his own interpre1a1ion of the movemcnh goals. C\Cn 1f 1hat means
comparing it to the goals oi King.
•·twill not run behind the righ1 to use Dr. King's \\Ord, a, I would u,e
Lmcoln. or Washington. or Jefferson. or Kennedy.'' Connerly said 10 The
Los Angeles Times.
Connerly and his supporters were embroiled in a contro,er,y la\l
October after spending $2 million on a commercial reciting King\
famous "I Have a Dream Speech" 10 gain support for Propos111on :!09
Corena $con King and other family members criticw:d the commercial
for impl) ing that King would have supported Prop 209.
Connerly's opposi1ion say 1h01 he was accura1ely r.lcp1ctmg K mg 's goal.
bu1 he parted wi1h the traditional Civi l Rights Movcmcnl abo111 1hc same
means 10 achieve i1.
"II is dangerous to indulge a fantasy of colorblindness "hen race is central
10 everything in 1his country, ·• said Connie Rice. Western regional
counsel for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. to The Lo., Angd,•s Tim,·s.

White Hou se considers multiracial
category for 2000 Census form
By Natalie Hopkinson
Hilltop Staff Wri1er
The decision 10 add ~ muh1racial
category for 1hc 2000 Census 1s
expected in the next few momhs,
and groups representing people of
mixed race have been lobbying 1he
federal governmen1 to make 1hc
change.
Last summer. thou,ands of
muhiraclal American, held a rally
on 1he Mall 10 put pressure on 1he
government to add the new
ca1cgory. The pro1csters argued it
wa5 necessary 10 recognize both of
one's nncesiries.
The White Mouse Office of
Management and Budget is
responsible for defining racial
categorie.~. Tile oftic.: bcg.u, solici1ing
input from the public two years ago
and they expect to make a decision
before the summer of this year.
Bui each of the many proposals
being considered has its drawbacks
and is likely to draw more
objec1ions. Some fear thal as
America's melting pot combines,
the issue of race and elhnicity will
become cloudier, sparking a fresh
battle every decade.
The current standards were firs!
issued in 1977 10 help 1he federal
government enforce civil rights
laws :ind evaluale affirma1ive action
programs. They included Black.
White. American Indian or Alaskan
na1ive, Asian or Pacific lsl.1nder.

and Hispanic.
TI,c categories were ahered again
in 1988. when ii added the "O1her"
ca1egory in time for 1he 1990
Census.
In lhc last cem,us, when people
were asked to write in their own
race or ethnic heri1age, they
described their race III more th:m
300 ways. The) also described
themscl\es as belonging to 600
separate na tional ities and 600
American tribes. Hispanics alone
listed 70 different places of origin.
Many Blacks and Hbpanics argue
against the change for political
reasons. The groups fear a si1able
portion of !heir popu lation would
defect 10 1hc new category, diluting
1heir clou1 in lobbying for grants,
congressional represeniation and
other federal programs.
To Jonathan Gray. a Howard
Universi ty studen1 of mixed
heritage. the debate over whelher to
add a category is purely a political
one.
"The whole issue of multiracial
speaks to 1he issue of cullure." Gray
said. '1b me. it's oxymoronic to say
you arc from bolh cuhures. This
primarily comes up in a si1ua1ion
where White peop le have
dominated."
He po1n1cd to 1he apanhe1d
situation where 1he many racia l
categories such as Afrikaans,
Collored and Kaffi r are used to
deno1e the social class one is a

member of.
"If ii only comes up in a racial
situa1ion. why should we include
biracial.'' Gray asked.

escrip ions
meri can Indian or Al:iska
athe:
A person having origi ns in any of
he orig ina l peop les o f Nort
merica. and who mainrai
ul 1ural identi fication 1hrougl
ribal affiliations or communit
cognilion.
sla n or Pacific Island er : A
rson having origins in any of th
riginnl peoples of the Far East
·ou thcast Asia . the India
·ubcon tinen1. o r th e Pac ifi
Islands. T his area includes, fo
xample, China . Ind ia. Japan
Korea. the Philippine hlancls an
amoa.
lack: A person having origins·
ny of the Black racial groups o
frica.
ispanic: A person of Mexican
ueno Rican, Cuban, Central o
outh American or other Spanis
ulturc or origi n, regardless o

ice.
hite: A person having origins i
·my of the origin al peoples o
urope, North Afri ca or th
Middle East.

Burt au oftht Censris
opulatiou Division

0 11u: Tht

the mohey."
Some students remain biller at 1he ,tale II;
Wright S1a1e. 11 miles from Central State mf
recent I) received a golf course and three dn:i
- all paid for by the ,talc.
Linda Augdon, External Affairsd1rec1orb~
Board of Regellls, ,aid there is acuon under.11
money for Central State immediately. but 111
be done to secure the stability oft he Uni,c~~
down 1he road.
"A bill is currently pendtng 1111he senale. II
pas:,ed. it will give appropriations of fund,1e
Stale to see it 1hrough he rest of tht~ year,'' A~.
"The ,chool mus1 be in cond11ion 10 arua:
students for 1he fall quarter. Middle dill.\
especially. don·, go for run-down school<."
Though they adm11 1he school ha\ done iu~
financial bungling and neglec1. many s111de11L•
1he ,tale can and should do more for 1he -.chd
"Perhap, if the ,iate \\ii!> dealong "1th a d1fb.
we would get more mone) ... Bobo ,aid

University of California

~
6••-·· $.,.,•••

·Earn University ettd:
·Visit distant plac:cs
•c.ombine your tnvd air

Internation al Program s
w~~~~~.,.~,
Italian Studies

African-American Studies

Ba..rbado., West JodJet.July 5-Augu..t 2 Florcn0e, lta17.July 7-Alf#
Ex~r'lc:nc-c lhc -.-ondc.r of I.he Caribbean ~r- Visit the bltll1puoc of the I""'
Rcna.lM.lncc lht.s aumrncr1 .-.
adl~ lhat t-. 8.ubados. TI\ls a>urac W1U
e.xamtnc the role of cduc:auon 1n dew:k>p.ng en lhc wonderful <'tr oC f1llr,d
soc:kucs. and lll rclutonshtp lO popub.r cul- lhls cxclUng ltallan ~ •
ture. Lecturn ""'111 be ,tt ..-cn by UC lktkdey culture program. Elptnc:sia
profe\50r. Or. Pedro NoJ:UCr.t and UnJvcntty Umeles.s bauty of numc:rou1S
de'&l.s and mu.tcu ms while: ,-,
of the Wcc;t Indies prolCMOr. Or. George
Bc-llr Sludrnt'I wlll r"f<k on lht- C3mput of uccp.,tc 1n guld<d wa!Jdr1 ...i
lhc city. Dlr«lcd by Or ,.,..
Cht- l /nlvC'f!\lty o f lh Wt" ~ lnd1r C.wc Hlll
01 Carlo. Oc~runenl ottw:.
Stud.,, UCO

Hara.re. Zlmbabwc~uly 14-August 8

Eiq>C'r1f'fl<'C Cl~- btllJLlnt Nuc llkN boundNi
by ""ll t 0o'Wf'r-. hfr,h (, rdt'"· and quatnt vU
h .. tn z1,nb.ll,Y,.1e t.hl• a.urrunl"rt no pro
r,ram wt.II dirt"cttd by UC Ottk.-ley pror..-,._'510r
Or. 8"rb.·tr,l 0tr1SU.m StudenL• w111 p&rOd·

p.,.tc tn tv.'O CO\H11CS on Afrtcan-Amertca.n IUCr'alUr'C' In 1hr rontcxt or Souo~,n Afnca
and 7.lmb.'t~r and Soulhcrn Afrk'an poll-

Pol!Ucal Science
Cape Town, Soutb Altice
J une SO.July 25
Visit what u pcmapo lli<Uful of au 11\l.f1Umr C'Wel • t1
a:tudy po'll•;i,p.il'\hel,d p.>l!o.sd'

culture Uu.s sununcr In c,p:ll
Cour.c ..,.111 1,11.rtc h th(' h~
C\'Oluuon of lM ptOCUJd~
uphca,-a.1 and 1.ta.nd'«mJ'):111•
culmtnat.cd In lhe l n ~ i

llt"t.

Chicano-Studies

Cuanajuato. MelClco.June 16.July 11
Sp,nd your ,u,,,,,_ In the b<aauUful c11y or uon or 1994 D1ttcled 1110t•
Pntt. Chair. llcp.trtm<nl
Cu.,uuJua.10' U\"C ...1th I Mc.dean Um!lt
while 1.1kJng one o( two ft:lcmenlAJy or
Sclcnoc, UCO.
1n1~rn~1..ue) fnlc1\stvc lmmttSton couracs tn
longuage ond culture. Dlrcclcd by Dt.
Lourdes l"'1n
r or more InIon11auon. C'al s1

ol,.

lt.lymond Donltls
Brrkrlc,• Summer ScsSIClli
22 \\11ttlor lloll 11 080

East Asian Languages
Chino.June SO.July 27
nus counK" lnlrOduccs the culture o( premodun China Uuougl, v151llng

Oerk<ley, CA 9-1720.IOSO
ph. 15101 6-13-0746
rruc. 1s101 6-12•28n

Uu·cc maJOr ChlntK ctue.s OelJlng, xi·an. and
SlianghaJ where one can ,tudy the archaco- email:
loglcal and oth~r cultural rtm3Jns of lhc
Chln<SC dyno.UC• Dlr«lcd by Dr Jc(frey

rd:lnlelse-1olct.batizll

RJ~gel, Chair, E:.tst A.1Jan La.J\gua~cs.

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE
OFF1CER.
Bring your college degree to the Air
Force. Then find out if you qualily ror
Officer Training School. You can
become a commissioned Air Force olff
cer fo llowing successful comp letion of
Officer Training Sch ool. From t he star!
you'll enjoy great pay. complet e medical and dental care a nd 30 days of
vacation wi th pay per year. And as an
Air For ce o fficer, you can enjoy proressional gr owth and management oppor•
tun i ties. Lear n what it takes to qualify.
Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL F R EE
1 -800-423-U SAF-
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Organizations pledge
to iinprove fainily
•
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PIannlng nu rl Ion

New Peace Corps director
plans mission to South Africa
By Ablola Heyllgar
HiUtop Staff Writer
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,.
By Karen Thomas
Hilltop Staff Wrtter
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The 1mpor1ancc of family
planning and nutrition in
developing countries "as the topic
at a discus,ion sponsored by the
Ralph J. Bunche Internationa l
Affairs Center recently.
Almaz Zewde, a representative of
the African Studie~ department at
Howard University, and one who
has worked with fami ly planning
organizations in developing
countries. sa id the issue of
contraception i, not new.
"Every society has used some
form of contraception to control
family size," Zewde said.
The mistake some programs make
while helping developing countries
deal with fami ly planning
management, Zewde said. is not
having an integrated system that
compliments the country's existing
nutrition and family planning
standard.
In many developing countries.
people worry that their caloric
intake is 100 high. they eat too much
fat and starch. or they consume 100
much junk food. For many
developing countries, the reverse is
true. People worry about not
getting enough nutrients from the
liule foods they have.
Recent reports claim the world
produces enough food for its people
because food supply has increased
faster than populntion.
However. the uneven distribution
of resources shows up in the
persistence of poverty, diseases and
lack of re;ources 10 administer
efficient family planning services
to those who need it.
The biggest cause of problems in
developing countries is poverty. the
speakers said. It is not so much a
lack of knowledge or will, but
insufficient means.
"The i\sue is not that those people
do not know how 10 feed and raise
their children.'' Zewde s:1id. "'fhe
probkm is 1ha1 they don't have the
resources."

Photo by Pedro de Woowr

Almaz Zewed said the concept of conceptraceptlon has been around
a long time.

Figures show that two out of every
three women in developing
countries are below the poverty
line. As structural adjustment takes
its toll. men move to find jobs. and
women are left behind with the
children. "
Many hope that as societies
prosper and women get more
opportunities, ferti lity rates will
decrease.
For countries with the lowest
income and the most critical needs,
the immediate task is 10 adopt
family planning programs. The
speakers said the health services of
most developing countries are
shrinking.
Another big problem facing
developing countries is population
control. Therefore, reduction in
family size and protection from
sexually transmitted diseases are
1op priorities.
Women in developing countries
today complain about the same
issues of many years ago.
In 1991. at a conference held by
the National Counci I for
International Health, many women
said what they wanted most was
access to nutritious food. safe water.
education for both boys and girls,
critical health services such as
maternal care. child health. family
planning. and access to
contraceptives for both men and
women. Today. women are still

demanding the same needs.
Samantha Gray, program
development
manager
of
Population Services International.
a nonprofit organiz.11ion established
in -17 countries, said she will take
on the challenge of making
contraccplives accessible and
affordable to some developing
countries .
Gray said her organization not
only takes health products to
deve loping countries but gives
people knowledge on how to
change theiranitudes and behavior
to a healthier and safer approach to
life.
"PSI makes health products and
services available and makei; ,ure
that people are motivated 10 use
them.'' Grny said.
Gray said with all the
participating countries combined.
PSI saw a 40 percent decrease in
incidents of sexually transmined
diseases and other areas.
"We are seeing progress in birth
spaci ng. reduction in maternal
morta lity. and we also save the
governments money;• Gray said.
Toya Reed. a grnduate Mudent in
the t\ frican Studies department said
PSI is making a key contribution.
" It is a life and death situation.
This increases peoples· ability to
invest in their health," Reed said.
"Even if they cannot afford. it is
accessible to them."

•

Students from South Africa visit HU

"
"'
"

es, fought against the language pol-

'I
''
I

By Karen Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer
Last week, South African students
representing universities and student organi,.at ions in South Africa.
made a 1wo-day visit lo Howard
where they met with student leadI :,
crs, faculty and administrators to
• experience first-hand lhe opera• tions of student-run organizations
"I and governments, and to see the
.,,.
" • divcr..ity on American university
,
and college campuses.
::" " It is an exchange program that
:: gives us the opportunity to find out
:: how Americans approach student
-=- leadership. and also to learn about
the system first-hand," said Patrick
Makhuhedu, deputy president of
South Africa Tcchniko11 Mudents
union.
The two-day visit, sponsored by
the United States-South Africa
Leadership Development Program,
a charitable. educational association. hosted by the Ralph J. Bunche
Int ernational Aff:1 irs Center.
included a number of lectures on
political and educational issues.
The group wa, curious about lobbying a1 the federal government
level and the role of higher education in both global and local contexts.
"The session on lobbying was
interesting. It showed how money
becomes so important in every
aspect of American li fe. and how
so-called democracy benefits the
rich and not the poor," said Prishani
Naidoo, president of the South
African University stude111s' Representative Council, University of
the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.
The history of South African student organizations is one of staunch
political activism. In their effort 10
end apartheid. tJ1ey boycoued class-

icy. demonstrated against government officials, and physically confronted the police and military on
innumerable occasions.
The April 1994 national nonracial
election. abolished apartheid from
South Africa's law books and
moved it toward democracy.
However, the role of the student
movement and its tactics in the new
political environment is still being
defined, as fundamental changes
in the educational system prove to
be no easy walk.
Some of the visitors said they
wanted more interaction with stu dents.
"We have seen Howard, we have
not heard Howard. We heard from
deans and student leaders, we have
not heard from the students al
large," said Ignatius Molapo, president of the Pan African Student
Organization. Vista University, who
sees those organi zat ions as extensions of the university.
Referring to the universities he
visited, Molapo said there was
nothing he could take back 10 South
Africa.
"I have not learned anything new
that I can lake back home and apply.
It was just an exposure 10 the system, and 10 see some of the things
I read and hear about," he said. •·1t
opened my eyes to why America is
such a dominant force. and I got a
taste of its arrogance."
The students, in the spirit of political activism, criticized the role of
students in politics. Members of
the group said they experienced
very linle sense of politi cal
activism. but a strong sense of complacency among student s on
Howard's campus.
"I think my brothers and sisters
appear as if they accept lhis oppressive system. Tiiey do not seem to be

taking up the struggle where Martin Luther King left off,"
Makhubedu said.
Not al l agreed.
Ricado Jacobs. international relations officer, Azananian students
convention at the University of the
Western Cape. said he was inspired
by some Black conscious and active
students and faculty who are contributing to and continuing the
fight. Jacobs was very impressed
with Howard and the other Black
universities he visited including
Morehouse and Spelman.
•·we still need Black colleges,"
Jacobs said. "Look at Howard and
the quality of students ii produces.
maintaining a name all over the
world a.\ a university of excellence."
Jacobs was also impressed that
Black universities had African
studies departments. In South
Africa. he said. most Black universities do not have African studies
deparm1ents but While school$ do.
On the other hand. however.
Jacobs criticized students' poor
knowledge of the world, saying
from the lin le interaction he had
with s1ude111s, he found most to
have a very limited world view.
Some, he said. "[their) only knowledge of South Africa is the name
Nelson Mandela."
Faculty members who ancnded
the discussion said they were
impressed by the visiting students.
·'They were very dynamic and
well informed, and tended to reflect
a vanguard of the new students, a
movement away from the West,"
said Charles Jarmon, dean of the
College of Aris and Sciences. who
was also one of the panelist.

Fort he firsttime in hiSIMy, Peace
Corps will send 3 group of
volunteers to set up its fir5t mission
in apartheid-free Sou th Africa. Earl
Yates, a Howard alumnus, will lead
the group and country Slaff as
Peace Corps' first Country Director
to South Africa.
The establishment of this mission
was first discussed during President
Nelson Mand ela ·s visit 10 the
United States in 1994.
President Clinton promised
Mandela the United States would
support the social and economic
development of Sou th Africa. This
promise led to the eS tablishment of
the Binational Commission, which
is co-chai red by Vice President Al
Gore and Sou th African deputy
president, Thabo Mbeki.
The Commission, "hich meets
between South Africa and the
United States twice a year.
comprises six commi nees from
various sectors of foreign policy.
Yates said the commille<:s came
up with a number of initiatives.

One of those initiatives was the
establishment of the Peace Corps
program in South Africa - an
agreement 1ha1 was signed by Gore
and Mbeki in December 1995
during a commission meeting in
South Africa.
" I am looking forward 10 being
part of this historic partnership," he
said. " By living and working al the
grassroots leve l, Peace Corps
Volunteers can further strengthen
Ihe persona I Iies bet ween
Americans and South Africa."
Following the agreement, Yates
was selected as the Country
Director.
Yates said his job requires that he
oversee, manage and direct the
setting up of the [Peace Corps)
operation and to prepare for the
volunteers. T he Peace Corps
country staff Yates leads will be
based in Pretoria.
Establishing the Peace Corps
m1si;1on m South Africa involved
signing other agreements with U.S.
Department of Education, South
African Ministry of Education and
also
South
African
· ·
nongovernmenta I orgamzauons.
"We'll be helping 10 upgrade the

teaching skills of classroom
teachers. 10 sharpen their school
management skills and to
strengthen the links between
schools and their communities,"
Yates said.
The group of PC Vs, including
recent Howard graduate C.D. Glin.
will be honored in a special
ceremony in the Blackburn Center
on Feb. 13. The ceremony will
feature an addre~s by the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and Peace Corps executi,e
director. Mark Gearan.
Yates ,aid the PCVs will be put
through an intensive pre-service
training upon their arrival. Yates
promised that he and his country
Maff will be with them every step
of the way "losupporttheir work in
the rural communities, where they
will be working."
Yates has 18 years of e~perience
in program developmen t and
mternational management. Before
inking the Peace Corps ~ition. he
worked for the Academy for
Education, where he handled
developmental projects worldwide.
with budgets totaling almost $250
m·111·1on.

Educators discuss multicultural democracy
By Karen Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer
The possibility of a multiracial
and multicultural democracy was
central theme of discussion al the
20th Annual Merze 'Rite lecture in
diplomatic history held recently
at the School of Business
auditorium.
The lecture, titled " Martin
Luther King. Jr., and U.S. Foreign
Policy" was presented by
Clayborne Carson. history
professor at Stanford University.
Carson emphasized the need for
societies to become more
inclusive of different cultural.
racial and e1hnic groups.
" I think that ii is clear that
though multiracial and
multicultural democracy is
possible, ii will require constant
struggle to maintain the balance
between the assertion of our
universal concerns and our
particular concerns:· Carson saicl.
Carson said multicu111(ralism has
posed both solutions and
problems. Racial and ethnic
separatism have undermined
possibilities for promoting
cultural and multiracial
democracy, while nations thnt
have survived for centuries 110w
appear 10 be artificial constructs
incapable of inspiring deep
passions of ancient tribal and
racial identities.
Placing his views in what he
called the hopeful , keptics can1p,
Carson said there is cause for
optimism and pes,imism in the
world today. While hopeful that
the world will get bener, Carson
udmined ii is moving in
conflicting directions.
Carson said the increasing
diversity demands multicultural
and mulitrncial democracy that
must recognize the fundamental
rights and freedoms of everyone,
and those rights and freedoms
have to be negotiated.
He proposed King's ideal as the
way toward a multicultural
democracy. He offered King's
vision of a color-blind society and
a world perspective, moving away
from sectional loyalties 10
transcend race, tribe, class and
even nations as the answers.
While Carson expressed hope in
the possibility of a multicultural
society, be disagreed that it is a
destined phenomenon.
"MulticullUl':ll democmcy is possible,
but ii is 1101 inevitable," Carsen said
Some who listened to Carson
agreed that a new approach 10
democracy is needed and
expressed optimism.
"I am very optimistic when it
comes to multicultural
democracy, I think it is possible,"
said Jim Peckham, a graduate
student in the department of
history. "Since the founding
fathers. some revolutionary
changes have occurred and they
wil l continue."
Peckham added that King's
point was essentially to use

democratic models outside of the
United States to help reform
American democracy.
Carson maintained that for things
10 change, people must continue 10
challenge those in power.
"No ruling group has ruled
forever. neither will they voluntarily
gi"e up power, but power must be
challenged.'" she said.
Some said they expected a
stronger argument in favor of
King's proposal.
"It was very provocative. but he
did not emphasize strongly
enough what are the implications
of pessimism." said Anne Greene.
visiting fellow at the Ralph J.
Bunche International Center. ··1
was hoping the ,peech would
encourage us to go forward with
King's dream and find new ways
10 make it happen."
For Carson. the task ahead is for
non-White people 10 continue to
denounce European Matements
and writings regarding the world.
which often equate their own
interest with universal principles
a, they seek 10 impose their
value, on others.
Carson expressed adm iration for

alternatives such as
Afrocen1rici1y that questions and
rejects European so-called
universal claims to justify their
group interest by identifying
those interests as universal
interest. And the rejection that
European religious. political and
economic values can ever liberate
non-European people.
The speaker said King's solution
was not just a moralistic choice,
but humanistic and necessary for
the survival and peaceful
existence of all people. King
understood both the impor1ance
and limitations of AfricanAmerican consciousnes,.
King ·s insights, Carson said 1~
apphc:ible to 1oday·s progress
toward a multicultural democracr
This will require a redefining of the
meaning of democracy and social
justice in a \\Orld \\ here these ideas
could be seen as either liberating
ideali,m or oppressive concepts.
Redefining our nouons of
individual and collective
freedoms to reflect a world in
which other nat,ons are going 10
demand their own freedom and
share of the \\Orld's resources.

IF YOU'RE PLANNING To

APPLY
FOR A MANAGEMENT POSITION.
TRY FILLING THI S OUT.

I

~1\
Not eYl'l}'Olle can get imo our outfit Bue· if _you\-e got what 1t
takes to become a United States Manne Officer, _you could get
the ultimate white coll;ir job. To fTII this posst,on }OU have to be
smart, tough and able to handle a tremendous amount of
responsibility. In short _you have to be a leader. Off,cer Glndidates
Sc.hool (OCS) is where _you'll develop these skills See if J,Otlve got
what 1t takes to be a Manne Officer. It could be the perfect fit
For more information about USMC Avlatlon and
Ground Officer Programs for Freshmen-Senfors,
see Captain Gustafson on the bottom floor of the
Blackbum Center on Febn,ary 10th and 2oth and
April 2nd from 10 am . 2 pm or call 301·394-0519.
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Anti-abortion bontbings
defeat pro-life purpose
ix days before the 24th anniversary of voting and property ownership. The right to an
Roe vs. Wade, tragedy struck in abortion is a relatively new one. But it is
Atlanta. As if to remind us that the important in that it gives a woman the right
spirit ofintolerance will never rest, two bombs to control her own body, something that Amerwere set off at an Atlanta abortion clinic. The ica has constantly denied.
series of bombings seemed aJI the more heinous
The anti-abortion forces are backed by rightbecause the second blast was
•.. v•~-:
wingers and is thoroughly male
clearly set off to injure police offi- We condemn the Atlanta dominated. It seeks to take the
cers and emergency workers who abortion clinic bombings as status of women back to the
had rushed to the scene.
cowardly acts of terrorism. Dark Ages. While many of the
The clinic bombings serve as a ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ l e s s radical anti-abortion
reminder for pro-choice forces that some fac- activists have come out a11d condemned viotions of the pro-life supporters simply ,vill not Jenee as a means to end, their role in all of this
settle for wielding picket signs and shouting cannot be denied. It is the rhetoric and inflamprayers in front of abortion clinics. Some of the matory language that they use which sparks
more radical pro-life forces are resolved to use incidents such as the Atlanta clinic bombings.
whatever means to achieve their goals-even
It is the climate of intolerance that is fostered
senseless murder.
by these right-wingers that allows for bombThe battle for women's rights in this country ings such as this. When people run around callhas been a long, drawn-out one. Women have ing abortion doctors "baby killers," what do you
had to fight for the right to be recognized as expect to happen?
humans in this society. Women have been conThe issue is not whether you believe in aborsidered property for much of this country's tion or not, but whether you believe in a
existence; it has taken years of protests and woman's right to choose. Even if you don't,
agitation by women to gain basic rights like bombing is not an acceptable means of communicating this.

S

Multiracial categories are useless
in racist world
ince the Civil Rights Movement of the may have been totally ignored in Ancient
1960s, the numbers of children of directly Egypt.
mixed parentage has significantly
Race was originated by people who had to cope
grown . Many of these children have one Black ,vith a certain historical reality. In America, the
parent and a parent of another race, often concept of race stretches back to the days of
White. Some of these children have seen fit to slavery. Law decreed that anyone with one
demand a separate racial category for drop of Black blood would be Black to keep them
themselves.
in as many chains as possible. It was not
Some of these individuals are proposing a created out of any form of credible science. The
multiracial or biracial category for the census idea of race is just that - an idea.
forms. They argue that it is unfair for them to
But it is very potent one. And while calling
have to chose one race over the other. They yourself multiracial, may be theoretically
assert that they want to acknowledge the races correct, it ignores a huge reality - racism.
of both of their parents. While this argument People can chose to call themselves whatever
may hold true in an idealistic world where race they want, but when they walk out into the
is something concrete, in a real world filled with White world, a significant portion of that world
real racism, The Hilltop believes
, .,., v•~-·
sees only one thing: nigger.
that this argume_nt i~ fallacious. We oppose the creation of a The~e are elenty of people with
To want a multiracial ~ategory
multlraclal category.
l\~o Black parents who look
re hes on a pure definition for
"b1rac1al." And there are plenty of
Blackness - something that.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,"bi racial" kids who look "Black."
really doesn't exist. The majority of African Had Tiger Woods not said his mother was
Americans arc mixed with other races, be. that Asian, the assumption would have been that he
White, Indian or Asian. Indeed, Black is already was Black. Likewise, there are many among us
a multiracial category. It includes anybody with who arc light skinned with straight hair, and
a significant amount of African blood in their both of our parents are Black.
veins.
But when we all step into An1erica, we all are
Thus, when people with African blood argue subject to the same racism. America doesn't
for a multiracial category, they are really give two cents about what we check on our
arguing for a different nal\le for what they census form. When we go for that job interview
already have. If a multiracial category is added or when we try to get that mortgage loan, the
to the census, then almost every Black person only thing people sec is Black.
in America can check it.
To have Black blood and argue that you are
The notion of race is one based on politics and multiracial is foolish. We are all multiracial.
only loosely on biology. Race, as we see it in This is the very definition of being Black in
America, is not an international standard. America. Black is, in part, a political statement
What qualifies as Black in America may be of solidarity. It means we all face the same
White in Brazil, or Colored in South Africa. racism and discrimination. To be of direct
Moreover, the idea of race doesn't extend over "African" descent and think of yourself as
time. What is Black in America, may have been "multiracial" is politically naive. The real issue
considered mulatto in French Louisiana, and is do the cabs stop for you in Georgetown?

S

Letter to the Editor
Denr Editor:
The Howard University Student Association exists primarily to serve the student body of Howard University
and the surrounding community. We were elected by you ro serve that purpose and have made every attempt ro
do just that. We do not belie\'e that student apathy is the cause of any problems which exist on campus. We choose
to adopt the idea that students are the Univcn1ity, much more so than any building or monument. We believe in
the student as the ultimate resource, not only of the Uni\'ersity, but of the greater community and the world stage
as well.
Last week's article and edit-Ori al in The Hilltop concerning HUSA was unfortunate. Notwithstanding the grade
which was received, we do not believe the student, the reason we are nil here, was consulted during the decision
making process. As you read the article, ask yourself if you were consulted during the decision making process.
As you read this article, ask yourself if you were consulted. Ask your friends, your acquaintances, any student
you may know, and listen to the answer. The process was incomplete and unprofessional, and the student body
should never have been expoaed to such conjecture. Such exposure only serves to further etrotify the Howard
University family. As students we should hold The Hilltop t-0 a higher standard. Woshould expect excellence from
a student-run organization, which consists of excellent individuals.
The policies of HUSA have been developed and implemented by students for students. In particular, we have
always stressed that nothing ehould separate etudenLs from their government. We have maintained an open door
policy since the inception of our administration. But we realize thnt this policy does not always offer students
the attention they deserve.
To rectify any inconvenience, we have introduced walk-in hours from 3 to 6 p.m. on Thunidays. During these
hours, a HUSA representative will always be available to listen to any concern you, the student, might hove. In
addition, General Assembly Meetings are held on the third Wednesday of every month at 7 p.m. in the Blackbum Center, and all students are encouraged to attend. We will continue to hold HUSA Town Hall Meetings in
residence halls when ))OS$ible, to bring HUSA to you. As students, we have a responsibility to remain united and
to actively participate in the decision making process of student government.
With nil of the past attacks on Howard University by mainstream media outlets, it is regrettable that The Hilltop would follow suit in dealing with its own. A newspaper with worldwide circulation, such as The Hilltop should
have enough reepect for its fellow students and readers to at least participate in the events it criticizes. Further,
journalistic integrity dictates o duty to readeni to be thorough and unbiased, and this obviously is not the case.
The trend toward sensationalism and pitting one student organization against another in search of headlines ie
detrimental to the student body and the mission of this Univeniity.
May we suggest that instead of debasing each other, we attempt to uplift one another. We, as students, have
unlimited collective power, but divided we have nothing. It is our hope that in the future, HUSA can foster a
fruitful relationship with The Hilltop, which transcends any which now exists, and elevates the Howard family
to a higher level of consciousness.
Vutcent C. J acques
President

n

Jania Richar dson
Vice President

Dear HUSA officials:
Last week's article evaluating the progress of the 1996-97 HUSA administration was merely a mid-year
update on the progress of the administration elected for the students by the students. It only stands to reason
that the student body should want and expect updates on that administration's progress, and the most logical
means of disseminating that information is through the student newspaper - another campus entity run
for the students by the students.
Information presented in the article was based on interviews with student-government officials, and
conclusions were drawn by comparing actions taken by the government to the platform on which the officials
campaigned.
It was ne\'Cr the intent of The Hilltop l-0 make decisions for anyone. As on intelligent univeniity student,
you must apply your own critical analysis and decide for yourself We just present the facts.
Donya J. Matheny
Editor in Chief

W E WELCOME YOUR LE1TERS AND COMMENTS

THE HILLTOP encourages you to share your views, opiniollS and ideas. We publish 011/y
material addressed to 11s, and routinely edit letters for space and style. Letters as well as co111111e11taries 11111st bl! typed signed with {111/ addresses and telephone numbers.
The opinions expressed 011 the Editorial Page are S()lely the views of /lie Editorial Boord
and do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its admi11istratio11, THE HILLTOP Board
or the students.
Pleas e address letters and comments to:

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. Nw.
Washington, D.C. 20001

l THESince
BILLIOP
1924
Donya J. Matheny

Howard must remain competitive with
White institutions to keep professors
he face of Howard is changing. This has top-notch proffesoriate has expanded, and the
been clear since President Swygert first opposition is swifter and stronger than ever.
announced his far-reaching, albeit
Howard is not immune to this sickness. Last
vague, "Strategic Framework." It is also clear semester The Hilltop reported that two of
from the facial that Howard has gotten under Howard's top professors Lee Thornton and
Swygert's administration. Everywhere you look Ron Walters would not return for the 1997-98
there is some new brickwork or gate springing school year. These two losses ,viii hurt Howard
up on campus.
substantially.
But Howard is also changing in another way.
Fortunately, somebody at this University isn't
This metamorphosis has been
·ust sitting around taking
going on since the days o
, .
·
. . this.
The
English
integration.
Howard's Esta~lishmg endowed chru_rs is department, under Eleanor
previous monopoly on Black a giant step towards ~.aking Traylor has embarked upon a
professors is slowly but surely
How~ ~ co~pebhve
project that will set up an
disappearing. In the midst o
institution.
endowed chair under the
the diversity craze, White Ivy League name of the poet and former Howard professor
institutions have scooped up Black professors, Sterling Brown.
offering enormous salaries, unparalleled
An endowed chair was one of the reasons why
research opportunities and just the general Thornton is leaving Howard. Creating an
"red carpet" treatment.
endowed chair will help Howard keep its
The fact is that most Black universities are professors. First of all, it pays the professor a
endowed with neither the hard cash nor the sizable sum of money. Secondly, it tells the
facilities to compete with these White schools. professor that the institution really cares about
In addition, Black universities have often had them.
the appearance of being caught in a time warp.
ln the face of heightened odds, Howard has to
Operating as if this were still 1950, many adapt. The Hilltop is pleased to see that the
HBCUs have not realized that the race for a English department recognizes this.

T

'

Editor in Chief
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yillyBowean

Violence is not
asolution
'It senseless slaying and the
-mora1ion of 1he death of
~ close 10 our communi1y
•~us once again that death is
11pericnce we all have in
·'IIOO h doesn't mailer what
icfthe "'orld you come from. ii
11 mailer hO\\ much income
,ntmte or ho\\ succe,sful you
Whclher you live 111 the uincr
:,rm the suburbs, dine m fnnc)
..nnt> or cat scrap, nt the local
,ti1chcn, we all have mourned
~ofa loved one. Whether ii
1pmnl, friend, relauve or a
,td pct, \\e all I.no,, "hat 11
blc to say an eternal goodbye
-special in our lives. We
\noll that feeling of knowing
11, )W w,11 never see that person
,n,:,crhcarthem laugh again.
,-«them smile and ntver feel
111111th through a loving hug.
l1r1gic series of events have
p m the past t\\0 \\eeks.
b,1e1orand cduc,uor Bill Cosby
111 h11 only son. Ennis Co,by.
l'!Cffili). he wa.s the victun of
~ violence and wn, killed
lilchc 1>as changing his tire off
•JI!~~) m Los Angeles. Bill
r:,bj 1s someone we all kno"
.;hhi,actmg c,11eer, h" bool.s
ii'ftllllng. his commerc,al<. and
,n,ohemcnt \\Ith Howard
\fflll) and other hi,1orically
Eaicollegc, and uni, er,;it,es. He
111 h11 of accomplishments.
~:-tr.till, and .1chievcment, that
~ of u1 can onl>· dream of
,.,g, But he doesn"t h,1vc his
· ll)more. He doesn't have hi,
1i here to love anymore. I'm
-=,10~1that he "ould give all
,he ha.\ 10 have his son <afe m
aums agn,n. But you can' t
i:t.lil "llh death.
la~ chc bod) of 12-year-old
llmlH:111 \\ a, found after he had
• !¥:,c and killed. Me, 100, \\as
!t 1>.'lli!I of an act of \lolence
futh I don'I knO\\ h1' fomil)
·•Ibey h.\,e done or "ha1 I.ind
"'the> lead. I kno\\ that they
·-ti) miss him dearly. He was
'illldnow his life I\ over. W11h
i 'btopportunitie, he could ha,c
:.:.1lhhe achievements he could
"lil''rro to reach. and all the
:Im, he could have go11cn 10
·!IChcn. Darryl won't be a part
~'" now But death has no
~)
:NI). •AC celebrated the birthdn)

'. H1gh1s leader Rev. Mnrtm
..:z:KingJr. Kmg led the Blacl.
~coll m Alabama. which
k;cd,q;rcgate the 1ransi1system.
r:mnized a massive march 10
~ - D.C.. and was awarded
\~ Peace Pri.te. Me wm, a
· cf tremendous leadership
md he "as dedicated 10 a

movement that helped uplifc lhe
status of Black people within the
United Scates. Ye1, every year, an
entire nation mourns his death 1ha1
resulted when he was shot in
Memphis, Tonn. King was doing so
much for the civil rights movement
1ha1 it was a tragedy when he died.
But death ho, no rcgre1s.
In all lhree of these cases, the
people d1dn'tjus1 die - they were
killed by someone. They were
killed by an act of violence. Their
lives were cut short when
someone decided to act out !hei r
anger, frustration or whatever it is
that makes people kill. Violence is
becoming an ever 100 common
part of life. It is something that has
begun to affect us all. If you know
of Dr. King. Darryl Hall or Ennis
Cosby, then you have been
affected by violence. And for
many of us, we ha,e been affected
at a much more personal level.
Too many people thinl. violence ,s
a solu11on. But King rnught us
o ch crwise. Mc showed us that
lhings can be done withou1
turning to violence. There are no
safe havens from violence.
Violence can happen anywhere.
Last wee~end I visited a museum
""here over 500 children gathered 10
crcale an anti-violence billboard
thac will be posted in the city. At 1he
mu,eum, they have already creaced
over 1,200 billboards with
mc,sage, ngainsi v,olence 1ha1 :,re
being d1'pla}ed on buses and at
metro
stops
throughout
Washin gton. Direclors of the
museum say they are using art to
g,ve children a vo,ce. And the
children are using chat voice 10
speak out against violence.
Death is a part of life. It comes
along with the territory: 10 live life,
you mu\l live with the certainly
that one day life will end and death
will begin. But violence is
something that doesn't have to be a
parl of life. And it definitely doesn't
have 10 be the common cause of
death. Like the 500 children who
helped build the anti-violence
billboard, let ·s mal.e the decision to
do something 10 combat violence.
If a group of elementary school
kids can deliver a message against
violence. why can't we - grown.
mature adults - do anything? We
muse make the decision to fight
against violence. Don't let violence
becomo a per,;onal part of your life
before you decide 10 become
involved. There is a lot that needs
10 be done. Let ·s get busy!
The" riter is sophomore majoring
i11 prim jouma/1s111.

r

Charisse Lambert

Apathetic students have until
the fat lady sings
I have to let heads know off disheartened. Actually, that is this campus ,vith a plan and a
the bat that I have issues. I truly an understatement. I vision? Is his vision superior to
was s kimming through The became enraged. By the end of that of the students and
Hilltop last week and the the article, I was hotter than a faculty of Fine Arts? I don't
headline, "It's going to happen Kid Capri party at The Bank. mean to disrespect President
The most disturbing fact that Swygert because I don't
regardless," slapped me in my
face. The article detailed the surfaced in this article was personally know him, but why
effects of President Swygert's that Howard has the only is his vision able to dictate the
"Strategic Framework for College of Fine Arts among future of students who ,vish to
Action: more popularly know historically Black colleges and obtain a B.F.A at the only
as the merger of the College of universities. It was this fact Black institution capable of
Fine Arts and the College of that truly sent me over the giving it to them?
edge. How can this university
Who gave him that power?
Arts and Sciences.
Now, I must admit that when close the only school for fine Furthermore, don't we, the
I first heard of the merger arts among Black institutions? students, really have the
What about culture, pride, power to dictate what it is that
between the College of Fine
Arts and the College of Arts tradition? Are these merely we want or don't want at this
and Sciences I had mixed characteristics of the past? If university? Does our ever
emotions. On one hand, I we are the so called "Mecca" of rising tuition and fees not give
found it to be disappointing African-American education, us the right to dictate what we
that the College of Fine Arts shouldn't we uphold that title want and don't want? As long
would be demoted t-0 merely a by providing young, talented as I have the validation sticker
department
in
the individuals the opportunity to on the back of my ID card,
overcrowded monster known further develop their skills don't I help sign President
as the College of Arts and and receive a Bachelor of Fine Swygert's paycheck?
Sciences. Let's face it, there is Arts?
I talked with many of my
Need I mention some of the friends in Fine Arts and they
no reasonable way to explain
departments such as English people who have studied in the speak passionately about how
and biology in the same school. various programs in the they always invite President
Honestly, what is the relation? College of Fine Arts have Swygert to plays and forums,
Add Fine Arts t-0 that list and achieved both national and yet he can never seem to find
Arts and Sciences truly international success.
his way to the Lulu Vere
Another disturbing element Childers Hall (the Fine Arts
becomes the beast. Yet, on the
other hand, I did find personal of the article was the remarks building for those who aren't
satisfaction in the merger. made by the HUSA officials, enlightened). But when
Since I a film production major the same Progressive Agenda Phylicia Rashad held a
in
the
School
of who I helped put in office. seminar .in Fine Arts, guess
Communications and an HUSA Vice President Jania who graced us with his
English minor, I would be able Richardson was quoted as presence? When George C.
to complete the hours needed saying, "He (Swygert) has a Wolfe comes for the production
in Arts and Sciences while still plan and a vision, and it's of Jelly's Last Jam in March,
taking classes in the theater going to happen regardless." guess who ,viii be jamming
arts department. Basically, I Maybe when I read her right along ,vith the rest of us
would be achieving a double statement I was overly in the Ira Aldridge Theater?
minor on the sneak tip.
sensitive and took it the wrong
Don't feel singled out, Vice
As I sat reading this article way. If so, then I truly do owe President Richardson. I have a
on the merger and its effects Ms. Richardson an apology. ls problem with your partner in
on students, I became Swygert the only person on crime, too. HUSA President

Vincent Jacques was quoted
as saying, "This is something
we need to do to compete ,vith
other research institutions."
Excuse me? With us supplying
the only school of its kind
among HBCUs, aren't we
setting the standard? Why
worry about competing when
you are ahead of the game?
How progressive is this, Mr.
Jacques? I don't know Jacques
personally, but I don't recall
seeing him in the Fine Arts
building the last few times l
was there. Could it be that
since it doesn't affect him, he
does not care?
My point is this: We must
save the College of Fine Arts.
I understand that Howard is
experiencing
financial
problems, but there must be
some other way. Let's organize.
Wr ite petitions. Get your
parents involved (we all know
how things get accomplished
around here when Ma and Pa
Dukes step in). Do something.
Anything! This is far too
important to get lost in the
shuffie of our apathetic ways.
Are you with me? Strength
definitely comes in numbers.
Don't think that this is ji,st a
Fine Arts issue. It could be
your program or school next.
And for all those who think
that this is a dead issue, it's
not over until the fat lady
sings (special note: I saw her in
McDonald's ordering a number
seven extra value meal. She
ain't hitting notes anytime
soon).

The writer is a junior
majoring in film.

Fatima L. Hall

Ebonics: What's the dran1a all about?
Eoonics! Ebonics! Ebon1;,;' What is it all about?
ll:e controversy is overr'.elming. The· media is
~ Ebonics to perpetu•~the stereotype of us as
1 problem people. Their
!tance is, ~once again,
~ose Black people are
Jhining. What is it this
~ tine?'
It's true that Ebonics is
.;ta new issue, but in the
Ws the argument is dif1trent. In my opinion,
Ebonics
should
be
lddressed in the class~- Especia!Jy in schools
•here there are large
nllDlbers of minodty stulents or students that a re
bused to schools outside of
theirneighbor hoods. If you
lhink about it, how can you
!tplain to a child that
their language is incorrect
,hen it is the standard in
their household or neigh,. oorhood? Un less the child
can identify with what is

proper and improper Engltsh, how can they be
expected to willingly
change the way they
speak?
I can remember as a child
saying statements like,
"I'm finna' go to the sto',"
and my mother, who is a
teacher, would stop me and
explain why my choice of
words was improper in a
formal setting. I wasn't
told it was wrong o r looked
down upon as if I were
ignorant. Her explanations allowed me to identify with what society, as
compared to my friend s,
considered to be standard
English.
In America's classrooms,
Black children are auto matically labeled as ignorant for simply speaking
what they know. Because
of this, our children leave
the classroom with complexes about learning or
are placed in learning dis-

ability classes.
With the onset of integratio n , our children
became easy targets for
overt racism. I n essence,
as D r. Richard Wrigh t so
eloquently stated, "With
desegregation we gaine d
something, b u t we lost
something else." What did
we lose? Our identity as a
people.
Let's take it back to t he
days of slavery w h e n
African s w e r e p lucked
from their homeland and
t hrust into an e n vir onment where t h ey could not
ident ify with the language
or cultur e. As a versatile
people, we d id what we
had to do to survive. We
learn ed t heir language but
spoke it in a way that was
excl u sive to us. We took
their weapon and used it
against t h em, which made
the White man very u p set.
So, t h e White man goes
back to the l ab and

emerges with this concept ignorant and incapable of
of standard English as a learning.
way to strip us of our idenI know it sounds harsh,
t ity, instill low self esteem but I'm sure you have
and restore psychological encountered a teacher that
power to them. Mind you, has intimid ated you in the
the settlers that founded same way. If you think
t h is so-called United about it, many of the soStates wer e considered called "classic" novels that
ignorant, deviants to soci- ·are required readings are
ety and were literally wdtten in Ebonics (''Huckt h rown out of England. leberry Finn," "To Kill A
Ebonically speaking, t h ey M ockingbird," "Their Eyes
was n 't escapin' nothin'. We r e Watching God"). Isn't
T hey wer e misfits plain t h at ironic?
a n d simple.
It needs to be established
Today we face the same t h at t h e controversy
sit uation. Our children al'e around E bonics is not that
plucked out of our neigh- it should be taught in the
borhood schools, in the classroom, but that teachname of integration, and ers need to identify this
placed in classroom envi- linguistic approach to
r onments t hat are foreign speaking a nd not just diagto th e m . They speak the nose t h ese students as
language th at they identi- slow or incapable learner s.
fy w i t h a n d culturally In the case of the Oakland
ignorant teachers tell little School District, Ms.
Raheem or Shaniqua, in N abeehah Shakir stated
th e m ost cunning way they that their fight is not to
know how, that they are teach Ebonics in the class-

room, but that minority
students receive amp le
English instruction in the
classroom. According to
Shakir, she, among others,
observed
class r ooms
wher e teachers literally
spoke another language
for a good period of time
during classroom instruction. But the media feeds
the American public a different story.
Why? Because for African
Americans, it is the same
as it w as in the days of
slavery. J ust as we were
exploited back then by the
White man for our labor,
o u r issues are being
exploited with the same
gr eedy intentions. l n this
case, t he issue is over a
language for which no on e
holds "standard" dgh ts.

The writer is a senior
majoring in public relations.
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EPISCOPAUANGLICAN/STUDENTS

1

ABSALOM JONES/CANTERBURY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
INVITES YOU TO

In Celebration Of

African Amertcan Hlstory Month
THE MOORLAND..SPINGARN RESEARCH CENTER

presents the following free programs:

1997 ABSALOM JONES DAY
CELEBRATION

• The Ohnecs and the African Presence
in the Am.ericas

5

featw-ing Dr. Thomas C . Battle, DJrector, Moor land-Sp~-Research Center, Howard University

America's First Black Priest, 1802

(A showing oru,c film · oimec Art of Ancient MCJ<.lco· and a dtscu:sslon of the "Qil:ii_.heads· ofAncient Mexico as images of Bia.ck people)

}<

Wednesday, February 12, 1997. 5:30 p.m.

GOSPEL MASS

her
dee

• The Vision and Meaning of The Long Wall rvfa
featuring authors Harry Robinson and H azel Edwards 'the
tiOJ
tha
Wednesday, February 19, 1997, 5:30 p .m.
BU

{author:s· discussion of the essence of the book and Its Importance to How.uu·s h!,

Sunday, February 9, 1997, 3:00 p.m.

10

cat

Chapel of St. Philip the Evangelist
200114th Street, S.E.
Chaplain - J. Carleton Hayden, Preacher

• "Were Ancient Greek Achievements
'Borrowed' from. Africa?''

"V
feel

ihe
~eatur ing
D r . Russell Adams. Cb.aJrm.an. Afro-American S tudies •y3
Department, Howard University
11

(Black scholar on the Black presence In antiquity and It:5 rclatioashlp to ~ t r . I 5131

on

chc

Wednesday, February 26, 1997, 5 :3 0 p .m .

Transportation Provided
2:00 p.m., Leave Carnegie Building
Everyone Welcome

mt

101
A

or
c:u
rar
lef

Reading Room

,1

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
(Room 120, Founders Graduate Library)
Howard Univers ity
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_Commutin

to Campus

)tudents argue pros and cons of living off campus
By Mark Jennings
~ Staff Writer

Butler graduattd from Howard five
( ,ean; ago. Thanks to
degree, she has a
.11 job as a Program
•igl!ment Analyst at
~artment of EducaGenerally she feels
HU was good to her.
~hen she looks back
~r college days. she
1help but feel like she
.(() something.
)"1

•~ I \\cot to Howard I didn't
1t I "~n1 to ,chool. but I
J' Bu1kr ,-iid. "I didn't do oll
!Sll"IIC\. I didn't sll on the
~· 1dJdt1'1 ,tay on campus."
1 !41( laucr part or Bu1ler\
i:r,,it11a1 had the largest effect
~;uJ c~perience. Butler's
~,c <>rr c,,mpu, is similar
11)' current HU students.
~ "h<' li,cs m the dorms.
iu., fncnd, m lhe dorms,
'd a -cries of horror s1orics
from cold showers to ,i:,;~ , ying for crumbs.
I? ill heard about or had
g roommates that never
P31d n:nt or just chilled
tic) ale all lhc food in the
a \.'ldC\crybody knows about
1• Jar) micro-si1c dorm
111ldhunc Hall.

''When I sit down on lhe bed and
reach my arm out I can 1ouch the
clo,ct, and when I open 1he door it
hi1s the bed," said education major
Dana Thomason of her room in
Bethune.
Nyrec-J3mal Richmond, a senior,
moved out of the dorms during his
junior year after gcning fed up with
the entire on-campus aunosphcrc.
'111cre was no space, the roon1
was small, it had wooden noors
and the b.:d was uncomfortable,"
Richmond said. "I couldn't ge1
blind., and lhc sun shone on my face
while I tried to ,leep. I go1 tired or
hearing the ambulance go up and
down Euclid strccl al night."
Richmond now shares a house
four blocks off campus with olhcr
Howard student, .
Although
R ichmond
and
Thomason complain about the way
life
in 1he residence halls, both
say they wouldn't trade the
experience for anything 111 the
\\Orld.
'Tomeka K.,1.-i.s,,, o sophomore tr.lllsfcr
sludcnt from Camden. NJ., agn:..-s.
"The college CA.pcricncc means
n1c..'\!tmg new J)L'Ople." Kstass said. "I
missed out on lhnt my first I\\O years
after I gradu,ucd from high school.
"lfl wouldn'1 have come to Howard
10 fulfill my dream,. I wouldn't be
able to say to my kid,, ·1 wcni away
to school. I lived on campu~ nnd I
go1 my full college c.xpcrience."'
According to Registrar Cecil A.
Franklin. more than 10. 000
students anend Howard University.
of which about 34 percent reside in
residence halls.

1,

Commuter students often depend on Metrorail and Metrobus to meet their destinations, even In bad weather.

Photos by Hasaan Kinley

Dean of lhe Orfiec of Residence

Ure William V. Keene said 1hc
number of students living in
residence halls is down by aboul
I00 student, compared to last year's
figures.
While he said lhe lack of money.
space, meal plans and an incn:.isc in
the number of freshman may play a
role in ,1uden1s· decision 10 li\c off
campus. Keene said he cannot
understand why they would n0I
want to li\c in Howard's dorms.
"The rates at Howard arc 40
percent lower lhan the other schools
here in D.C.," Keene said. ·'They
n:ncct the University's commitmen1
10 keeping costs at a minimum."
He also said that since I 989.
Howard has spent more than
$100,000 on new and renova1ed
student housing.
" I don't lhink there is another
university on the plane! thal can say
1ha1," Keene said.
Keene. along with others. urge
studenls to stay on campus - at
least for a year. By living off
campus, many believe a key part of
the HU education is missed.
Sophomore Chomar Barnes, who
lives off campus, said he doesn't
tcel like a part of the Howard
community because of his
commute 10 campus.
·1b make 11 10 an eight o'clock
class, I have 10 get up at 5:30 a.m.,"
Barnes said. "I catch the WI 3 bus
at about 6:-10 and it rnkcs me from
my house down1own to Seventh
Street. From there I transfer to the
70, which drops me off at Howard
around 8: 15. so I'm usually late for
my first class."
Barnes said he has a lot of u mc
restraint, that prevent him from
participating in as many activities
a.s he would like. In 1hc evenings.

Shaw-Howard Univ Station

his lase bus leaves shortly ar1cr 6
p.m .. and he said that he has spen1
a 101 of nights away from home.
Barnes said many of students who
live on campus 1ake 1he
convenience they have for granted.
"They don't apprecia1c simple
things like just having a compu1er
lab,'' Barnes said. 'They complain
that lhe lab closes at midnighl.
Afler 5 p.m .. it\ not even a purpose
in me seeing a computer lab."
R~orthe long commute and
the time =inis pul on him, Barnes
said he docs no1 i:cl lhat he is completely
lo.sing OUI on the Howard exp.,-ricncc.
Aaron Bowser. a 20-year-old
junior and Washingtonian agrees
wilh Barnes.
"I've been at Howard for three
years and I have never lived on
campus:· he said. "It was a choice
I made. I would miss lhc comrort of
my own room."
Richmond disagrees with
Bowser's decision 10 li,e al home
while studying at Howard. He said

it is essential, especially since he
lives in the Washington area, lhat he
stay on campus 10 absorb 1hc
feeling and 1hc experience.
'"The college experience is gelling
away from your family.'' Richmond
said. "You can't say you're getting an
experience when you arc going home
to the same bed that you have been
sleeping in for the p.'lst 18 years."
While there may be a
disagreemenc o,cr 1hc value of
living on campus. bo1h say tha1 the
unity between the students is 1he
true key 10 the college experience
that many seek. They both agree
that unity among the student body
here al Howard is a problem that
needs to be addressed.
"If you arc from the moon and you
sec another moon man you are going
to go to tha1 moon man," Richmond
said. "If you arc from California and
you see another person from
California, you know that he know~
whal you arc going through, he
probably has jet lag, 100."

Barnes said tha1 we should learn
to nock with birds of olhcr feathers.
"People have been 1augh1 to
separate," Barnes said. "We're
taught no110 be around people who
don·1talk like us or who don't dress
like us. Until we come to accept
each others d ifferences there is
going to be a separation. We all
lose something if we don't branch
out and interact with each 01her."
Butler said she tries 10 relhc her
college days through the college
students that intern with her. She
offers them the following advice so
1hcy don't repeal her mistake.
"Ge1 a.s much out of college 1ha1
you can," she said. "Stay on campus
as much as you can because ir you
don·1. you will regret it in the end.
You might think 1hat you wam to get
away from campus because you
don't want to deal with the people,
but that's what Howard and 1hc
college experience is all about the education and lhe people."

HE HILLTOP's RecoD11nended Booklist •••

nya D. Anglin, Pulse
Neekender Editor
'den Hill, Gloria Naylor
Me Wanna Holler,
McCall
ting To Exhale, Terry

an
ehlsi Coates,
rial and Tempo Editor
,en and Where I Enter,
Giddings
• ucation of the
, Carter G. Woodson
h's Gourd Vine, Zora
Hurston

Copy Desk
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Harper Lee
The Color Purple, Alice
Walker
In Search of Satisfaction,
J. California Cooper

Dennis Freeman, Sports
Editor
The Bible
Death in the Long Grass,
Peter Capstick
Death in Silent Places,
Peter Capstick

Steven Gray, Local
Editor
A Raisin in the Sun,
Lorraine Hansberry
Interview with s Vampire,
Anne Rice
Autobiography of
Malcolm X, Malcolm X and
Alex Haley

Natalie Hopkinson,
National Editor
Giovanni's Room, James
Baldwin
All the President's Men,
Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward
A Taste of Power, Elaine
Brown

Natasha Lindsey, Health
and Fitness Editor
Somebody Else's Ma ma,
David Haynes
The Good Negress, A.J.
Verdelle
Family, J California
Cooper

Natalie Moore,
Managing Editor
Baby of the Family, Tina
McElroy Ansa
Coffee Makes You Black,
April Sinclair
Value in the Valley, lyanla
Vanzant

Donya Matheny, Editor
in Chief
Wouldn't Jake Nothing for
My Journey Now, Maya
Angelou
Why Should White Boys
Have All the Fun, Reginald
Lewis
Blues People, Amiri
Baraka
Ndimyake Mwakalyelye,
International Editor
Black Boy, Richard
Wright
The Firm, John Grisham
The Bluest Eye, Toni
Morrison

Reginald Royston,
Campus Editor
Neuromancer, William
Gibson
This Side of Glory , David
Hilliard
Kane , Jean Toomer

Janelle Thompson,
Campus Plus
Journey to Justice,
Johnnie Cochran
Brothers and Sisters,
Bebe Moore Campbell
How Stella Got Her
Groove Back, Terry
McMillan
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Conteinporary jazz innovators take Crainto1\\
Auditoriuin b y storlll '\Vith lllusic 'explosion~
By Craig Savoy Brummer
Hilltop Staff Writer

It was simply incredible!
On Saturday, five of the
biggest
names
in
contemporary jazz assembled
to create a sonic blast in
Washington, D.C.
Diana Reeves, Gerald
Albright, Will Downing, Alex
Bugnon and Doc Powell were
the creators of "Jazz
Explosion" held in Cramton
Auditorium, on Howard
University's campus. For
more than two hours, these

artists
astonished
Washingtonians with their
talents of voice, guitar,
saxophone and keyboard.
The concept of the gathering
was original and the
production
was
wellorganized. Except for a
fleeting problem with the
sound equipment, it is an
understatement to say that
the audience received a rare
treat from five true innovators
of contemporary jazz.
The format of the show
involved a rotation among the
entertainers. Downing started
off the night by singing"Got to

be Free" and was followed by
a solo from Albright.
The headliner of the show
was Downing. A woman
seated in the back of the
auditorium yelled out, "He is
simply spiritual." The rest of
the female audience seemed
to agree, for not a single
minute passed when one could
not hear a shriek or moan.
Even the males in the crowd
couJd not help but to shout an
occasional, "Give it to them
Will!" Downing's voice was as
clear and mellow as his
reputation. He gave a solid a
performance as anyone in the

crowd could expect.
The other performers were
unbelievable, too. Reeves had
to get the award for the longest
and loudest standing ovation
for her song, "Better Days."
She improvised and added to
her original song that tells the
story of Reeves'
late
grandmother. The song was
sung with such nostalgic
undertones t h at almost
everyone and anyone could
relate to it.
Powell played his guitar with
undefined skill. With his
recent album rating number
two on the national music

Actress takes audience back to L.A.
riots in on e-woman performance
By Zerllne A. Hughes
Hilltop Staff Writer
It all piled up one after each
other: Latasha Harlins'
massacre in a Los Angeles
liquor store; police brutality
exercised on Rodney King;
injustice
practiced
by
America's judicial system; the
nation's worst uprising in Los
Angeles and the gang truce.
Though
these
events
happened more than four
years ago, this period in time
should never be forgotten.
Instead, they shou Id be looked
at,
analyzed
and
memorialized. This is just
what Anna Deavere Smith has
done.
"Twilight: Los Angeles,
1992," an original work
conceived and written by

Feb. 14 at Ford's Theatre.
Smith who is an actor,
anthropologist, oral historian,
Stanford
professor,
performance artist and
journalist has combined all of
her talents for this wellreceived masterpiece, and she
has gained the label as "the
ultimate impressionist: she
does people's souls."
In short, '1\vilight" is a play
that delves into the causes and
effects of the Los Angeles riots.
Exhibiting real people's
perspectives, actions and
emotions, "Twilight" is a hardhitting presentation of actual
and fictional events.
Having conducted more than
200 interviews with Los
Angeles
residents
and
national
icons,
Smith
memorized
nearly
40
interviews verbatim - down

u

Photo by Ken Friedman 1996

Smith plays Rodney King's aunt Anna in "Twilight."
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Actress,.hlstorian-Journalist Anna Devere Smith mimics more than 40
characters In "Twilight ."
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Smith, examines civil unrest
in Los Angeles, its aftermath
and the varying perspectives
of nearly 40 individuals.
And it is a one-woman show.
Premiering in Washington,
D.C., for the first time since
the performance's 1994 debut
in Los Angeles, "'I\vilight" ,viii
play for a limited engagement
of 16 performances through

to the out-of-place laughs and
stutters.
Through much diligence and
variation, she changes from
one character to another while
on
stage,
carefully
interi\vining the dialogue of
her subjects to bring together
a coherent pr_o duction that
awakens the audience through
laughter, sighs and flinches.

With the help of quick and
simple wardrobe changes as
well as dialect adjustments,
she attempts to break down
the perspectives of everyone
affected- whether directly or
indirectly by the riots. The
characters vary. The roles
include a concerned Latino
father, a nippant Beverly Hills
real estate agent and a fed up
Korean store owner. Smith
also plays Congresswoman
Maxine Waters and the
legendary Jessye Norman.
Smith physically, emotionally
and perfectly depicts the
characters.
The people portrayed in the
performance have a varied,
diverse and far-fetched
relationship among one
another, and Smith is able to
convey their different views on
violence, politics, racism and

the value of life.
"My goal is to encourage
people to build bridges," Smith
said. "What I'm saying on
stage is not the whole story. It's
merely a call for people to come
and talk about race relations ...
the issues that were raised in
Los Angeles in 1992 are
unresolved and what they
mean to us is not entirely
clear."
Smith, takes the audience
back to the riots. Via a large
color projection screen, she
takes them to South Central
Los Angeles. She makes them
watch both the Rodney King
and Reginald Denny beatings
and tries to etch what it was
like to be in the midst of the
seemingly
never-ending
events in the minds of her
audience.

Al though not origitll
the United States, bi
makes him unique. !Li
made his keyboard
melodies that would~
jazz keyboardist env~
admitted that he coull
well, and the kt
functioned as both b
and his instrument.
"Jazz Explosion,'
exceptiona l perf~~
Every musician shoi
he or she deserved •
wonderful praise that~
received th roughoc
tenure.

African king's 'adinkr
cloth exhibit offers
glimpse into history
By Ze rllne A. Hughes
Hililop Staff Writer

,,)
g

charts, Powell showed that he
is as good as he was twenty
years ago.
If anyone could combine
"Georgia," "The Ghetto" and
the theme from "The Andy
Griffith Show" into a single
song, he would be considered a
genius. Albright is that genius.
He played his saxophone like
a man possessed, breezing
through octaves like they were
merely monotone rhythms.
Coupled to his entertaining
presence, Albright added a
special flavor to the night.
The last member of this
explosion
was
Bugnon.

Tu reclaim a culture. one must
find an accurate historical
perspec1ive to build knowledge
upon. Forlunately, for many there
is a very unique opportunity 10
discover 1he chronicle of a 19th
century king whose descendams
can possibly be traced to many
African Americans.
A series of photographs,
documents and artifacts along
with a magnificen1 7-by- I 0
"adink,ra" clolh worn by a 19th
century king arc featured in a
new
exhibition
at
the
Smithsonian's National Museum
of African Art through March
23.
Titled "A King and His Clolh:
Asan1ehenc Agyeman Prempeh
I," this educational and engaging
exhibi1 not only rcnects aspect~
of Prcmpeh 's life, bul also reveals
some of the complexities of lhe
poli1ical clima1e in Ghana ·s
Asanle nation.
The cloth, the main focus of
the exhibit, is preserved in a glass
case and adorns an entire wall all
by itself. According to Leasa
Farrar Fortune. educa1ion
specialist and curator of the
e;,,hibi1ion. research on the cloth
has been on-going since its
discovery in 1983.
"For nine year\ I've been
researching the adinkra clo1h,"
bhe said. "I learned that 11
belonged to royalty by reading
various materials and relating
the cloth\ symbols to different
1ime periods finally realiLing iL,
origin and symbolism."
Historically, only 1hc Asante
king wore 1hc adinl..ra cloth. The
symbol!.. mu lti-layered and
complex tn their meanings,
express clear messages abou1 his
power nnd au1hori1y. Now,
however. the clo1hs are worn by
many in both Africa and
America.

Adinkra cloths are l:i.1,
of cotton fabric strut
motifs that have 1
meanings and pro1
aeblhe1ic quali1y. Tu
adinkrn is derived
combina1ion of Ghwix
meaning --10 say gooi
part." The cloth is very·
in the Al>UTlte people·s
and is supposedly !
during mourning ri1uah.
The exhibition of tht
entrancing and ii >«II'$
remarkably good ~h;ipr \
do lhe moufs help to~
history, life and societal
Prempeh and his peopk.
clolh itself depicts !ht I
of Prcmpeh's struggle-.
slain thought 10 be hi,
permanently 1mprc;.'OJ
the fibers of the maten_
For1une ~id she hoptl•
exhibition will give rn
oppor1unity to CillT' •
images of a real At
whose life and grcaax
shaped by making scr.
difficult choices:•
She also would lile
Ulke with them an ~clolh lha1 they can learn
somehow dcdica1e lhcu
m order to s1rengthcn
"It is importanl f01
African-American.<.
to come here hccau<t
we no longer are kt
queen\ m today ·s ~iccy.
for us to be effec1h-e I
our descendants. we mw·
1he dynamics of their
Fortune said. "Thi1 e
explores univer.31 i
are rclevan1 1odn), ju,i
were m the lime of
rule."

Refreshin g sound of recording artist Erykah Badu charms D .C. audien
By Natalie Y. Moore
Hilltop Sia ff Wriler

As she gently holds the mic in
her hands, it seems as if
Erykah Badu plays the
gracious hostess to a club filled
with house guests. The
atmosphere she creates
mirrors her style: spiritual,
sultry, relaxed, radiant.
She kicks off her shoes, swirls
bunches of incense sticks and
smiles before scatting in a way
that would please jazz giants
Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah
Vaughn.
Her album, "Baduizm,"
hasn't hit the stores yet. But at
a recent private concert
sponsored by Universal
Records at the Bayou in
Georgetown, privy radio and
record folk sang Badu's words
right along with her.
She sips her tea and nibbles
on grapes in between songs.

-----

Erykah Badu mesmerizes the a udience at the Bayou nightclub In Georgetown.

Photo by Alda Mwneh

Badu's presence is expressive,
from her towering headwrap
to the three-quarter retro coat
she rocks.
It was hard to tell who
savored the lyrics more as s11e
sang about meeting a love next
lifetime, picking her friends
like an apple tree or playing on
· the "othersidc" of the game.
E rykal1 personally sings to
everyone in her cipher. "Damn,
ya'll feel that." And those
present do feel it. Sisters know
the love Badu belts out girlfriend to girlfriend, and
brothers awe at her unique
vibe.
No one wanted to see her exit
the stage. Echoes of "She is
tiiiight." ~she's the bomb,
right?" "She's baaaad" and
"She can blow," buzzed from
table to table. Her fans ask for
j ust "one more song," beg to
hear their favorites or
repeatedly chant, "Erykah."
To hear her music is to
experience it. Badu's pipes

carr y wisdom, s1mil11
young per,ion with on
Positive energy flow$
thin frame. Badu's
wave, her head sways
fluttering eyes tell thr
she sings.
Erykah wooed the
,vith her first single,·
On."
Her
uncategorizing voice
refreshing from the u.
music
domina\ing
airwaves. Buther"ne-.'
is really an old one int
Holiday-esque mantlf!
video hinted toward the
"The Color Purple,'
the club scene in the
her Ii ve pe r form
Georgetown exerted
essence.
The rest of the wo
experience "Baduizm'
11.
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WEEKENDER Spotlight: Republic Gardens
By Alona Ballard
Hilltop Staff Writer

·the sounds of l 12's "Only
.'Oowed from the speakers,
1ttractive, well-dl'essed,
~e patron couldn't help
·rock back and forth in her
while eating her curry
bn o.nd rice.
, host of the woman's
,ment was Republic
·Jens, located at 1355 U
N.W., wh ere the
,,phere is elegant and
, The cl ub is ideal for
,hing a bite to eat o r
· ng your favoritl! drinks
the dance noor waits for
iocatch the rhythm of the
I)> pumpin' music.
. rtling to Marcl!l Hillie, a
.rcomputer science major
~ ..-ard, the women there
•,•ery
attractive."
.irently they were pretty
judging from the ·oohs"
'anhs" coming out of his
thas the ladies walk<!d by
,!king into Republic
~dens, you might sec
· men wearing suits, wing
,\oes. vc~ts, suspenders
dtrby ho.ts.
.1tr)ihing about the place
· more sophisticated," said
·•. comparing Republic
.ens to other D.C. area
:dubs
public Gardens has a
rful restaurant, which
;ef.ct for a datl! with that
peal someone.
:lit restaurnnt's chef, Lois
r. presents a menu with
111ety of entrees ranging
. buffalo wings ($7.25) to
York Strip Steak ($14.95).
"'such as curry shrimp,

Photo by HassaJl Kinley

Republic Gardens Is located at 1355 U street In the Northwest section of the District.

chicken tenders, j erk chicken,
burgers, crab cakes and lamb
stew are also available.
The clientele at Republic
Gardens, a Black-ope rated
establishment,
can
be

considered classy; Upstairs
there's a bar, a pool table, a
dance noor and a stage .
Downstairs is a bar and an
enclosed dining area that can
be rented for private parties.
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Republic Gardens is not new
to historic U Street. It is
actually more than 50 years
old.
In the 1960s, Dizzy llespie
rmed
and Redd Foxx p

there in their heyday when
Republic Gardens was solely a
j azz club.
The club is now playing host
to a new generation of
musicians. On Saturday,
Christion, a new R&B duo
from lyricist Jay Z's Rock-afella record label, performed a
few of their songs.
Even jazz icon of the '90s,
Wynton Marsalis, hosted a
party at the club since its reopening in January 1996 as a
restaurant and nightclub.
Republic Gardens, whose
clientele is mainly Black
professionals ages 26 to 40,
features local bands such as
R&B/jazz group Mousetrap
and pop/R&B group Shades.
Republic Gardens has also
showcased popular group Day
2 Day and funky, soul
balladeer Maxwell.
Republic Gardens is open
Wednesday through Saturday
and is strictly for crowds ages
21 and older. The owners of the
establishment want to keep a
classy atmosphere for the club
- so no workboots, tennis
shoes or athletic apparel is
allowed.
Republic Gardens, which has
a
capacity
to
hold
approximately four to five
hundred people, has been very
successful since its opening.
Part of the reason, according to
many of its patrons, is its
faithful regulars.
"It's a good social place for
Blacks and it's located in the
Black community," said Jason
Jones, 26, of Forrestville, Md.
Wednesday night is singles
night.
Thursday night is called
"Funkytown" and features a
mixture of'70s and '80s music.
Friday and Saturday nights

feature hip-hop, R&B and Old
School.
Wednesdays
t hough
Saturdays, from five to seven
in the evening, Republic
Gardens hosts its fifty-cents
drink specials during its
happy hour.
Republic Gardens, which
only advertises locally, is
becoming a tourist attraction.
Word of mouth has earned
Republic Gardens notoriety
outside
of
the
D.C.
metropolitan area. While most
of the club's patrons are from
the D.C. area, out-of-towners
are often spotted in this
elegant venue. The club is
frequented by many celebrities
including Alonzo Mourning,
Mike Tyson and Angela
Bassett.
Before manager Mark
Barnes assumed responsibility
of running the club, Republic
Gardens was a Tex-mex
restaurant owned by two
brothers. When that business
succumbed, Barnes turned it
into a restaurant and
nightclub.
Barnes is pleased with the
success of the establishment.
"Tf you're Black and you're
coming to D.C., you're coming
to Republic Gardens," he said.
Barnes believes that no other
club in D.C. has more to offer
than Republic Gardens.
"I compete against the best
clubs in D.C.," he said. "I don't
think anyone can touch me as
far as decor and cleanliness."
Barnes describes the place as
"a diamond in the rough" and
"absolutely fabulous." The
owners of Republic Gardens
hope to franchise the club to
other cities in the future.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Howard University Division of Student Affai~
Office of Residence Life

AliDRE\\ RANK!~ .\1EMORIAL CHAPEL
OFFICE OF THE DEAK

January 30, 1997

MEMORANDUM

1997-1998

1D

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

FROM:

Dr. Bernard L. Richardson
Dean of the Chapel

SUBJECT:

Religious Emphasis Week 1997

Religious Emphasis Week is coming, March 9.1,, 1997

in un~ersity residence halls

Qualifications: Undergraduate -Sophomore,Junior Senior - 2.5(GPA) ave~
Residence Hall occupant for aminimum of one academic year arecord of acwe
participation.and posnive leaders~ip in hall programs and activities.
1

1

Our theme is "The Spiritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership". For the
event lo be successful, we are encouraging the active participation of all academic
units, faith ~mmunities, student organizations, support units and staff organizations.

•

Use this week in whatever manner you choose lo reflect upon the
various challenges we confront in our personal, spiritual and intellectual
lives.

•

Plan a special program. Each office, department, school or college
should celebrate its unique relationship to the Howard University
Community.

•

Participation may take the form of lectures, scripture studies, forums,
worship gatherings, performances, silent meditations, readings, sharing
and music.

•

Provisions have been made to allocate 15 to 45 minutes during this week
(except 5:00 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through Fridays) in Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel to any office/group that requests its use.

•

Should you need any assistance with the planning, promotion and
publicizing of your program, please call Mrs. Barbara A. Murphy,
Administrative ~istant at (202) 806-7281.

Let us work to make this a time of encouragement, learning, healing and
empowerment for the Howard University community as we engage "T Ii e
S1frftaal aad Etldul Dfmea,foas of Leadenhl1",

Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Communify Directors woi
aminimum of ten (10) hours per week,assist with hall openings and closings, wm
wnh 40 to 60 students occup0ng acorridor,assist with hall programs and ac!Mtl~
attend all meetings called by !he Community Directors, and assist with adminism
responsibilnies.
1

Employment: Is for one year and includes ataxable stipend of $750.00 paid in
month~ installmenls plusfree room rent for the academicyear. Reappointment~
asecond year is possible,but requires anew application.
1

We Need Good Peoplf
Interested in Self Developmenl
and Helping Othe~

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
Office of Residence Ltte

2401 4~ Slreel, NW
Washin~onl DC 20059
On or belore February 14 1997
1

Sixth Street and Howard Place NW
Washington, DC 20059

(202) 806-7'l2/J
Fax (202) 806-4641

I
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the Walt Disney
World- College Program,

you can do some pretty amazing things.

, ~ ,, 1\11

•

t

• Learn fromsome of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industJy.
• Work behind the scenes at the v.urld~number one vacation destination.
• Live with people from all CNer the 'M'.Xfd.
It

you·,c a Aenonsdncc person

The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience. You must attend our

with• passion tor entertainment-and a take on

,-.

where 1t's he.o.dcd-Turnor just

Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume nr:JN.

,_.

m,oht have d Job for you.

M our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak Portuguese.

Who••• we look,nq tor : Sue wildly crc.:>,t\ve entrepreneurial

who want to start ..,, c,.ucor w1th

•

~
'-

DfFO SESSION DATE: Thursday, February 20 TIME: 12 noon
LOCATION: Colle,e of Business Faculty Loun,e
FOR MORE IMFO, CONTACT: Charles Mono,an (202) 806·1530

Get this :

St1ittin9 1n July, r&cru'1s wt11 rotate throuoh the maJor dwu1ons or Turner £ntorta1nment

to, te n months. You'll

la"''"•

Also v1s11 us at www.careermosaic com/cm/wdw/wdwl html

do, cn,•to-.-.nd knock yourself out in the trenches End result - the

ttesl overv1aw or the ontorta,nment business on tho planot . Think you can handle It'? Prove it
Stnd us your stuff by March 14th. Sond 101 T·2000, Humt\n Resources . 1050 Techwood Drive,
All•nlo., GA 30)18 And for more deta.11s c • ma11: TfG.TZ000u>turnor.com, or check the Web o"il:

' u,•nr.l•

!'!!Ip : //www.turner.com/T 2000 .

EOE • Orao,ing Crtariviry from Oivt11i1y

LINDA HAMILTON ·

PIERCE BROSNAN

'

FROM

Pro essors
•

Pro esszons
Well< Far,::o m,1kc, rhe rnm,mon from school co work s11nple. You're alrc,1Jy acchmatc<l
to succc<s, ,md at \X'cll, F.irpl, we've gotten u,cd 10 11 our,dvc,, \\h1ch make, the dcc,,ion
,,n where 10 l:x.1:m rour c,uccr ohvfuu<, Stamng with !,ranch hank mi:, for over 140 years,
Well• Fargo h,t.., pioneered the way people bank. And now, in an age where banking by
ma,I, ATM usage, and telephone banking arc common practice,, we're looking ahead 10
chc future w,ch 2-1-hour cybcr,banking, merging with the superhighway and moving into
chc ,upcnnJrkct.

So )Oin a crn,ll,lazcr as ~ucccs..<ful and dynamic a:; yourself. Exrlorc the va,t frontier of career
opf\.lfttuurics that Well, forgo ha, ro offer. We will be on campus for the following:

BA INFORMATION

BA INTERVIEWS

RECEPTION

FnJa1·, Fcbnury 14th
9:00,,m • 2:00pm
School oi Bu<mc", Suite 500

Thursd.,y, Fcbru.uy 13th
4:()()pm • 5: !Orm
F.iculty Lounge, School of Bu,mc"

• SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Srop by the Career Ccnrcr e<xlay to ,chcJulc ,m arpomtmcm with our Rcprescmarives.

~

----

WELLSFARGO

--·

EOE, M/F/D/V

.
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Doctors say: Folio-wing prev_e ntive ineasures
Inay -ward off -winter illnesses,
flu
syinptoJDs
.
By Lolly Bowean
Hill lop Srnff Write r

When Gayl e Jordon first felt
herself gening a cold 1wo weeks
ago, 1he first thing she did was go
to CVS Drugs1ore 10 pick up some
over-1he-coun1er re medies.
"I caught ii 1he firs1 week of
school," 1he eleclrical engineering
major said. ··r slarted feeling really
tired and co ngested. I' m no r
coughing 1h01much, bu1 I'm being
bothered mos1ly by my 1hroa1."
Like Jordan, many s1udcn1s have
been affected by illnesses 1ha1 arc
common during 1he winier mon1hs.
Colds and lhe nu are viruses spread
by coming in con1ac1 wilh germs
from an infected person. According
to Dr. Carolyn Goode heallh
education coordina to r at th e
Howard University Mealth Ce n1er,
stude111s can do several 1hing, to
ward off illness.
"Having a well-bal anced diet, not
smoking and exercising all help
resist infec tions," Goode said. "1t·s
up 10 the s1ude n1s 10 pro1ec1
themselves by wearing a coat and
somelhing on their heads when

•

HEALTH FACTS

OUlsidc."
But Dr. Ri c hard Le vinson.
adminiMmtor of preven1a1 ive heal1h
services for 1hc D.C. Department of
Heahh, said a balanced diel, not
smoking and exercising will not
prcvenl colds and the nu from being
spread.
"We don'1 have any evidence 1ha1
eating well and cxerci;,ing help,"
Levinson said. ·They do comribu1c
to your overall general health and
the better your gene ral health is the
better you are at avoiding colds and
lhe n u. But you can ea, a wellbalanced d iet and ;,iii I catch a cold."
Washmg your hands on a regular
basis is one o f the main preventative
measures recommended by heahh
expens. Goode said :.tudents ; hould
make ii a habi1 to wash their hands
on a regular basis.
"By cleaning your hands you
eradicat~ many of the ge rms you
pick up." Goode said. '·Also avoid
unnecessary cont ac t wi1h s ic k
people in your dorms."
Levinson said that 1hc common
cold and nu arc airborne viruses
and advises that everyone should
cove r the ir mo uths whe n 1hey
coug h to stop germs from
spreading.

Mer Monday, Friday is the
day people are most likely to
experience life-threatening
irregular heartbeats.
Source: Self Magazine.

-c.:
'

e

Source: Sri{ Magazim-.
Africnn-Am1:rican men and
women who put up with racial
discrimination in the workplace, at the doctor's office or in
other areas of their lives had
higher blood pressure~ than
those who fought the discrimination, a study in the Ameri•
ca11 Journal of Public Health
reported.
Source: Self Mogaz1111•.
Chlamydia, u sexually transmitted disease that often
exhibits no symptoms but can
lead to infertility if untreated,
was the most common reported infectious disease in the
United States in 1995. Women
made up the majority of the
477,638 cases, the Centors for
Disease Control and Preven•
tion said.

Source: S,lf Magazine.
There are more Americans
who are overweight than arc
average size, the National
Center for Health Statistics
said. Reasons arc a decline in
activity, the rcmoto control and
eating too much.

Source: Self Magazine.
If every 8edentary (barely
active) American got off the
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couch and walked just an hour
a day, the United States could
save $20 billion in related
health care costs, a study at
Brown University reported.

Source: Self Magazine.
Carrots are full of beta
carotene and fiber. Carrots
may help prevent cancer and
reduce the risk ofheart.atlacM
as well as lower cholesterol

Source: Self Magazine

Student Health Center, and s1uden1s
who are considered at risk because
of their currcnl health status are
advised to take tt immedinrelr This
inclu des students who are HI V
positive or have AIDS.
For those students " ho have
already been b,ncn by the n u or

they arc 11npcrfcc1 and 111
vaccines are related evcl)J
1hc particular Mring 11ut 1
wide;p rcad;' Levinson !.l
Sore throats a re also~
during th e w inter
Ad verti sing major (ll
Anderson said she foullll
waking up with ,cvcre IOI:!
during 1hc wm1cr.
" I we111 10 :,leep and "ha
up I had u sore throat." ,l,f
said. "One lasted a whole
was so bad I couldn't Id!
when I was in clru.s."
Goode said sore thr0315q
;ymptom that coincides,
o r flu , o r it can be CICI
sleepmg in a dry room.
··rf you have a lot of WJI
your room. it can dry out
and throat cavities and caic
have a sore 1hroa1;· Goodtt
1l1roa1 lo1enges, hard cq
gargling with snit wa1er,
can all he lp relit1t I
d iscomfon .
··1f you have a lot of JIit
investing ma humidifimre_
help." Goode said. -Th,
help, upper breathing p;t>->19
dear:'

THEE
Te!'e

3/4 cup graham cracker
rumb~
1/4 cup sugar
3 tablespoons unsweetened
ocoa
1 beaten egg white
Filling:
1 1/2 cups plain yogurt
1 tablespoon ins tant
s presso powder
1/4 cup hot water
l pnckage (8 ounces)
Neufchntel cream cheese.
lsoftened
1 package (8 ounces) nonfat

&: TICKLE ME SElMO

\.-Q.e-e~

.

Mocha Cheesecake Light
Crust:

Depression harms more
women than AIDS or cancer.
In 1990, suicide wa~ the number one cause of death and disability for women ages 15 to 44
worldwide. By the year 2020,
depression will rank second
only lo heart disease ns the
world's leading cause of death
and disability for men and
women of all ages, the World
Health Organization said.

i

The nu sho1 is a preventative
measure students can take to 1ry to
avoid cont racting th e nu this
season.
''The nu shot is nol a cure. 11 just
reduces 1he risk of contracting lhe
nu:· Goode said .
The shot is adminis1cred at 1he

I

Greg Alan Williams will speak
about HIV and AIDS on Tues•
day, Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. in the
Blackburn Center.
Source: Student Health Center

J

Photo by Alda Muluneh

A well-balanced diet and exercise can prevent the flu.

cold hugs. Goode ,uggests Ihat you
gel plenty of reSI ,md drink plenty
o f nuids.
Decongestants, an1ihi stamincs
a nd cough suppressants all help
relieve the symp1o ms o f a cold o r
nu. but accord ing to Levinson,
no1hing can rnke the place o f resl.
"Whe n the co ld sympto ms
develop. you should stay home and
let the cold wo rk out of your body."
L evinson said. "The basis is rest
;md drinking lob of fluids and to
avoid the spread (o ft he nu o r cold )
by slaying in ."
Levinson said students should not
expect a cure for the common cold
o r nu a ny time so on. so it ts
important 10 do everything possible
10 he lp prevent the spread of these
illnesses.
"There are so many agents that
affect and cause colds and the nu,"
Lev inson said. "The cure would
have 10 be a vaccme, but a vaccine
10 c ure 1he cold would have 10 be
ve ry compl ex to tac kle all the
diffe re nt symptoms and strings."
Levinson also said pro1ec1ion by
a vaccine towards some viral agents
could comba1 some cases of the
cold. but 1101 all.
" We have flu vaccines, but even

'

degrees. Make Filling: Drain
nonfat plain yogurt in
strainer lined w/coffee filter
over a bowl for 30 minutes.
Dissolve 1 tablespoon instant
espresso powder in 1/4 cup
hot water. Beat Neufchat el
cream cheese and nonfat
cream cheese on medium
speed until smooth. Beat in
3/4 cups sugar, add 2 large
eggs and 3 large egg whites,
one at a time, until blended.
Beat in yogurt and espresso,
all purpose flour and vanilla
extract.
4. Wrap outside of
springform pan with heavy

PRESENT
--

1---=-----'=------------=
MOCHA CHEESECAKE LIGHT
210 caJorirs vs. thr 480•caloric original

Our hcavtnly Hrs1on has only halr the caloncs ot th1\
ordmanl)· c;anfull)·•rich Jcs:~cn

•

Prep time: 25 mmuies plus chalhng
Baking time: SO 10 55 m,nurc,
I Heat oven to l t;0 F Lilthtly coat a C>-mch irnn~form
p.ln with \·~ci.tblc cook.ul£ , pra\·,
.?. ,\fat, cruu.- Combine '" cup
,T.itlt,r L·ru,nl,1,
· , t"Up s11.:ar, J rJb/upoc,m u,ur..wtc.11,J c,%'.~ and J hcJtm
ca u.:luu in bowl; p3t over bouom ol pan Bakt-

,,...,J...,,,,

FEBRUARY 08TH

H mmutt":s; cool

3 Reduce O\·en co 325 f. ,\falt., fiJ/m1: Dntm I .• .;.upf
Uim/at plain )tJgurr in

straU1cr lmcd

",th coff'ec tilter O\'Cr

bo"AI, 30 m1nu1e1. 0 1ssoh-c I tah!c:t.p,t'4m m,1.:mt ~prtss&>
pqr.~11kr in 1, cup hlll t.rulcr. Beat / p,.kk,1,•, ( 8 ,,.:.) .\'11,fcJiJuf
crtJnr dt(tst, S()jr,·1uJ. and / p.,tkJ,J:, (8 f)::. ) n..m/Jt i.-rr.tm
d,to,. softmeJ, on medium speed unul smooth lkou ,n
1
, ,up 1t1gi1,; add ! fargt ,·a, and J Ll~l egg ·rh,us, I ttt a
Umt, ruu unhl blc:ndcd Beat 1n )'Ogun, c~pm,n, , n ,p .;,/J..
fu,pc>s.· Jlciur :mJ / um,.l('ln r J,nl/.J tttr.i..t.
1 \'(."rap out~tdt' o l ~pnngform p.1n \\Ith heaw.Juty foil
Pour filhng ovt>r C'NSt ~nd place m rOJShnR pan; add
t>nough hot water to come I mch up ,1dc of chcc~cc:akc.
Bake 50 to S5 minute$ unul center l\ Just se:t.
1. C\lOl cheesecake ,n water bath. RcmO\'C; discard ro11.

Co·,..cr and refrigcr:nc O'\'Cnught. Remove side-. of p3n
G•m1,h ,.,th chocolate curls, 11 dtstrtd Maus 12 $Crvmg>
... "'9

,.,

10:00 P.M. •4:00 A.M.

t g &< .•

ream cheese, softened.
3/4 cup sugar
2 large eggs
3 lnrge egg whites
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon vanilla extract.
1. Heat oven to 350 degrees.
ightly coat a 9-inch
pringform pan with
egetable cooking spray.
2. Make crust: Combine 3/4
up graham cracker crumbs
4 cup sugar, 3 tablespoons
nsweetened cocoa and 1
aten egg white in bowl; pat
ver bottom of pan. Bake
ight minutes and cool.
S. Reduce oven to 325

duty foil. Pour filling over
crust and place in roasting
pan; add enough hot water to
come 1 inch up sid e of
cheesecake. Bake for 50 to 55
minutes until center is just
set.
5. Cool cheesecake in water.
Remove; discard foil. Cover
and refrigerate overnight.
Remove sides of pan and
garnish with chocolate curls,
if desired.
Makes twelve servings.

Source: Ladies Home
Journal.

ALL RAIL DRINKS·Sl.00 B/4 lt
t8 TO PARTY/21 TODRIN
SHUTTLES LEAVING FROM THE "QUAD"
@ 10:00, 11 :00, 12:00 &1:00
AND MERIDIAN @ 10:301 11 :30, 12:30 &1:30
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SPORTS
The man behind the mic

Lady Bison defeat
Hampton 70-60

Howard game announcer keeps fans' energies high
By Ivan J. Aranha
Hilltop Slaff Wriler
'"11'II be firsl and 10! Bison!" roars
1he en1husias1ic voice over 1he
public address sys1em.
Mos1 Howard fans have heard 1his
voice 1he las1 few years while
witnessing Bison lea ms des1roy
1heir opponents in lhe friendly
confines of Greene Srndium and
Burr Gymnasium.
Bui who is lhe man behind 1ha1
voice? Thal man is 34-year-old
Shellie Bowers, 1he direc1or of
board opera1ions al WOL News
Radio. Bowers has served as the
public address announcer for
Howard football and basketball
home games since 1992.
The D.C. native's love for radio
developed at a young age.
"During high school, my parents
lived near ... NBC;md all the olher
radio s1a1ions near Nebraska
Avenue;' Bowers said. "I began to
get nosy and took lours of the
• sia1ions and was amazed about the
1echnical appara1us and equipment
needed in broadcasting. The
broadcasting process is more
complicated than the average
lis1ener thinks."
Bowers graduated from Wilson
High School and majored in radio
• and TV broadcasting at Grambling
State University. Bowers found
himself right at home at the campus
radio station where he had his first
on-air experiences serving as the
• disc jockey for the campus jazz
program.
After completing his junior yeara1
Grambl ing, Bowers transferred to
1he University of the Dis1ric1 of
Columbia where he swi1ched his
major to television production

because the school did not have an
accredited radio program.
Soon after he left UDC, Bowers
then worked parl time at WRCB, a
radio s1a1 ion where he interned
while in high school. He was hired
by WKYS in March of 1990, but
was terminated from 1he s1a1ion a
year later after 1he s1a1ion changed
management. Bowers 1hen worked
a series of jobs ranging from Radio
Shack 10 Best Buy before being
rehired full 1ime by WKYS in the
WOL News Department in 1994.
Bowers now serves as the director
of board opera1ions at WOL and is
responsible for administraling disc
jockey shifts and payroll.
''The only thing I haven·1 done is
sales," Bowers said. "You need a
niche for conning people, which
just isn't in my heart."
Bowers also heads Shell Shocked
Productions, a TV production
company 1ha1 !clevises local high
school events on cable.
Howard Universi1y Sports
Information Director Ed Hill was
familiar with Bowers' work and
recommended him 10 be the public
announcer. Hill says Bowers brings
excitement to a game.
"Shellie has his own unique style
that gives Howard's program an
idenlity," Hill said. "He adds a lot
to the flavor of HU athletics and
leaves a lasting impression on the
students. When I 1alk 10 01her
schools' sports information
directors, I find tha1 they are usually
envious of Shellie's skills and 1he
excitemenl that he brings to a
game."
Bowers describes his s1yle as a
"hip, non-conservative style
designed to battle 1he higher ups of
HU." He said he feels 1he best thing

aboul working Howard games is
enjoying 1he atmosphere thal comes
from conlrolling an atmosphere of
adrenaline-high players and an
exci1ed crowd.
However, Bowers said he does get
frustrated at 1imes by the lack of
suppon shown at Howard home
games, but he tries not allow ii to
affect his energy level.

Pholo by $ports lnlorrnatlon

•

When a 1cam loses i1s leader in
scoring and assists, some might
assume ii does 1101 siand a fighling
chance 10 get on 1he winning 1rack.
But the Howard University men's
baske1ball team has taken 1ha1
theory and ripped imo shreds.
A f1er sophomore poin1 guard
Jabari Ou11z was declared
academically ineligible and decided
to transfer from the University, the
Bison have regained !heir
composure and are ready 10 make
some serious noise in 1he MEAC.
"Obviously he thinks 1ha1 is 1he
best decision for him," said head
coach Mike McLeese. "Maybe he
needs to get away from home. I
wish him the best of luck."
Wi1hou1 1heir leading scorer, the
Bison have maintained, winning
four of their lasl six games.
" I 1hought early on thnt we would
be missing some con1inui1y in our
offense, bu1 now John (Gay] has
senled in at the poin1 and has done
a grea1 job," McLeese said. "We
had 18 points 1aken oul of the Iineup, bu1 now some 01her guys are
stepping up."
"When Jabari lefl, we knew 1ha1
we were losing our best player and
we just had to come 1oge1her as a
1eam by working harder and lifting
each other up," said guard Melvin
, Watson. "Now that he is gone, olher
people arc gelling a chance 10 show
1ha1 1hey can play. He is a good
point guard and we miss him, we
just have 10 find a way to play
lhrough ii."
Just like Outtz. freshman forward
Xavier Singletary is a former AllMet and has made the 1ransi1ion
from high school to college with
relatively linle trouble while helping
to carry the Bison 10 vic1ories. In a
recent game agains t Hampton
• University with the Bison down by
eight points, Singletary singlehandledly led 1he Bison on a I0-0
run as he hi1 two lhree-pointers and
a go-ahead layup 10 help Howard
bring home the vic1ory.

The lady Bison helped de1ermine
who was the "real HU" on Monday
nighl at Burr Gymnasium when
they defeated 1he Hamp1on
Universi1y's lady Pirates, 70-60.
Point guard Amanda Hayes, who
was
presented
with
a
commemorative game ba ll by
Coach Sanya 1yler before the game
for reach ing the 1,000-point
plateau, scored a season-high of23
points and eigh1 rebounds.
Reserve center Eriade Hun1er
played strong on both ends of the
eouri. with 15 points. a game-high
of 14 rebounds and two blocked
shots. Hunter's performance was
crilical for 1he Bison because front
court staners Alicia Hill and'
Denique Graves were pulled early
in the game. Hill, las1 week's
MEAC Player of 1he Week, lef1
after six minu1es of play, and Grav.:s
departed afler 14 minu1es .
When asked why the two starters
sat ou1 the majori1y of the game,
1yler said ,"I don't think 1ha1 we
were mentally ready for this game."

Many of 1he lady Bison agreed
that the game was a lot closer than
it should have been.
" I just didn'1 want ii 10 be a
no1iceablediffcrence,'' Hunter said.
"I feel that our bench is very deep,
and we can interchange players and
i1 not be tha1 big of a difference."
Danielle Dawson led all scoring
for Hampton with 18 points.
"Every game we learn something
new," Hamp1on Coach Carolyn
Guy1on said of her young 1eam.
"Our whole objec1ive was to stay in
and &iay close and give every 1hing
we've go1."
II would 001 have been a battle for
1he lady Bison if emo1ions had not
run hi,gh on both sides. Tuchnical
fouls were given 10 Renee
Thompson (Howard) and JaVaka
Lewis (Hamp1on) after 1hey go1
into a brief skirmish early in the
second half.
The baule for the " real HU"
continue, Feb. 8 in Hampton's
Convocation Cen1er.
'"We're going 10 try and show
1hem what lhe real HU has,"
Hamp1on guard Danielle Dawson
said.

1

"h's easy 10 stay up when you're
a sports addict," Bowers said. "Here
al Howard, supporl is impormnt
and I'll do whatever I have to do to
hype up a game."
Bowers said he received his
biggesl broadcasting thrill when he
served as the public address
announcer for the 1987 Bayou
Classic between Grambling and
Southern University in front of
more 1han 70,000 speclators.

•

By Marcus Matthews
Hilllop Staff Writer

By F. Michelle Richardson
Hill lop Siaff Wri1er

Public announcer Shellle Bowers brings f lavor to Bison home
games.

· Men's basketball teani
; conies together after
1 losing star player
Howard's recent success boosted
Singletary's averaging 10 iz pointS
and eight rebounds per game. He
has led 1he 1eam in scoring in six of
1heir las1 nine games and is making
a strong bid for MEAC Rookie of
the Year.
"We have some guys on this 1eam
who can step ii up and 1ha1·s what
we did and s1arted winning," said
Eric Dedmon, a senior guard for 1he
Bison. Dedmon also is doing his
part by providing senior leadership
on the floor while being 1he secondleading scorer on the 1eam ( 12.6
points per game).
Walson is averaging I0.3 poin1s
and 5.3 rebounds per game. and
freshman forward Jermaine

Bowers said he sees Grambling
Head Football Coach Eddie
Robinson as a major influence in
his life in addilion 10 his parents and
people such as Thomas Mills,
Jacky-Gales Webb and John Irving,
who guided him in his radio career.
''!Robinson] was like a fn1her
figure 10 me and a god in
Louisiana," Bowers snid. ''He was

an inspira1ion 10 me and a thri ll 10
work for."
Bowers gives blun t advice to
those seeking a career in radio:
"Don'1 do ii unless you are willing
to allow your lifestyle to
accommodate. h's nol a nine-lo·
five job.... You're always on call
and you must ha,·e a passion for it."

· Write for the
,-Sports section. ·
l
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J>E-lta A( r L(nE-s
OpE-ns UpThE- USA To

•
Co]]E-qE- StudE-nts •
With AYE-ar's Worrth

Counsel High School in Silver
Spring. Md., played eighl games
this year and led 1he 1eam in scoring
(14.2 poin1s per game) and freethrow ,hooting (81 percem) and
a,eraged four turnovers. but shol
only 28 percen1 from the field.
''He was having lhe sophomore
jinx with all of 1he turnovers. bu1
was still playing well for us,"
McLeese said. "He just ran in10
some academic !roubles. When
you ·re a s1ude111-a1hle1e, the s1udcnt
comes firs 1, and that's the mos1
imponan1 1hing."
"Jabari Ou11z is a good student
and came from a very good
academic program at his high
school." A1hle1ic Director llank

Of Low farE-s
And
Unl(mitE-d fun.
You dcsetvc some fun. Get ready
for some with fa1ra Credit."'
Enroll today in Delta's new college
tra,·el program. Save up to 60%sometime~ more - off normal
(7, I.J, 21 day) advance purcha~e,

round•trip coach fares. Hurry,
membership is limited.
Get the whale scoop on the Web at
http://www.delta-air.com/college

To enroll, call I 800 !335-82 18 or

1 800 DELTA 18
Photo bv Sports lnforma1,on
Senior Guard John Gay averages 22.5 points In hls last three
games.

l

Rolliway (8.6 points per game. 6.0
rebounds per game), who has
scored in double figures lhe las1
seven games, leads the MEAC in
free-throw shooting (72 percent).
Ounz. who gradua1ed from Good

) ADel faAirlJnes

Ford said. "I thi nk it was a tough
semeMer for him .... Any student
lhat comes to Howard Universi1y
must know 1ha1 1hey will have 10
excel in lhe classroom as well as in
lhe aren:1 of compe1i1ion."
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TOYOTA'SRE ·RKABLE RAV4
•

- ®

"... The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -AutoWeek, June '96
"The RAV4 1sAFun-Junkie's Dream Machine." ·Car And Driver, April '96

"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Cast Chasm Between Car And Truck. This
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." -Car And Driver, April '96
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality"
-Car And Driver, July '96

:· There's More.Your RAV4 Can BeA2-Door Or 4-Door,AFront-Wheel
(Drjve Or A4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up
~-To ·5Aµd Cargo, Too.

~- · · .· 'TOYOTA RAV4 . . . IT'S OUT THERE AT YO UR
~ l~v.!~1~!~.
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
SimplyOBest
;

,

•

.

_..l.,

.•

•

-..,--.

~

--~/

Because today is
mystery meat day.

specializing in

*comrows
*individuals (aka singles/box braids)
*sculptured braids
-twists
-corkscrew knots
men, wo111e11, &children Welcome
*natural hair&wlextensions
-naturalhair only

10%Discount for HU Students
Early Bird Special,$30/!I
Relaxer/Retouch w/roller set
6a.m. · 9a.m.(J'ut.S-FTI)
FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONLY
Appointmenl Nect.Ssary!
.,

VISA.
--- ..... ·- ~~
---

Open 7days aweek
Conl'enient Location
across from HowardUniversily

1 :: -:,~-. : -~ - ,.

2631 GeorgiaA1·enue, NW

Washington D.C
(202) 986-3767
(102) 667-3037

It's everywhere

Y'(?Uwanttobe:

OVua V S A Inc 1997
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT

NEWS BRIEF.#13

er School

S

7 FEBRUARY 1.997 ,

Ilg

~ession I: 19 May- 26 June
Session II: 30 June -7August
~',~ Registration- 14-15 May
Registration-27 June
ats
Session I Late Registration-16 May

~~~

C@~~~

ea

~i

'"
...,,

Undergraduate: $346/credit hour
♦

Graduate: $533/credit hour

031

♦

ms.

Mondays
Wednesdays
Wednesdays

Application Fee: $45

♦

:rica
see
;uits
age.
t. A

:anl
ism
low
~an
( OU

this
rst

·cat
,en
e's
me
les
>m
as

A-L
M-Z

8:30AM - 3:00PM
8:30AM - 3:00PM
3:00 - 6:00PM

nd

he

A-Z

SC

,r

• Go to Room 115 "A Building" to sign loan checks according to
following schedule:

dso

am
,lay

.n
:a

• Mailed to local address (starting 3 February)
• Make sure local address is up-to-date with Enrollment
Management/Records and Articulation
• Received within seven business days after loan checks are
signedor electronic funds are deposited on your account
• Disbursed according to the following schedule if not received
within seven business days:

Change of Program: $20

~on-Howard University students must apply not later than 14 March and
raYthe following non-refundable fees:

~~~

t

Credit Balance Refund Checks

(

1 10

1,

~~-Money Matters

~~

>ke

-

J')f~

1997

nu

for

A11

Tuesdays
Thursdays

Enrollment Fee: $150

8:30AM - 3:00PM
8:30AM - 3:00PM

,n
0
0

A-L

;,

h
•

M-Z

r

No exceptions to these schedules.

I

Second Deferred Payment Bills

Institutional applications for summer assistance must be submitted not
litertliati 17 Marci, 1997 to Financial Aid and Student Employment. To be
considered for assistance, students must complete the 1996-97 Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).

~

f.

Second Deferred Payment Due
17 March 1997
.
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ENROl!.,LMENT MANAGEMENT

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT

NEWS BR8EF #14

NEWS BRIEF #15

7 FEBRUARY 1997

7 FEBRUARY 1997

ll~®f Q®~ lFnw &wccn& JL
A IT ID) w (D) IR<.. I[ § rnI (Q) If) ~

Financi,tl Aid Requirements for
Prospective May 1997 Graduates

Blackburn University Center
Forum

□ Graduating seniors must clear financial aid
before being permitted to graduate. This
requirement is for Howard University students
who have had or who currently have a federal
Stafford (formerly GSL) loan (subsidized and
unsubsidized), SLS, or HEAL .

.

Tuesday
11 February 1997
c:92-4 PM©
Financial aid priority deadline is 14 February 1997
-for mailing to the federal processor, the 1997-98 Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) or the
1997-98 FAFSA Renewal Application
-for submitting to Financial Aid and Student Employment,
Federal Family Education Loan Program applications
(Federal Stafford and Federal PLUS)

•

• Mailed to billing address (starting 10 February)
• Make sure billing address is up-to-date with Enrollment
Management/Records and Articulation

1'he Financial Aid Workshop has been arranged to
provide general financial aid information and to review
Procedures for completing the FAFSA.

e,

,g

□ If you receive a letter requesting an exit interview,
you must complete the following steps:

0
0

1

Ia
is
,r-

Schedule an exit interview with Financial Aid
Complete the exit interview at the scheduled
time

□ Financial Aid and Student Employment clears
holds within 48 hours, thus satisfying the exit
interview requirement.
You must meet this financial aid requirement to
be cleared for graduation. Failure to do so means
you cannot:
~ Receive your degree
~ Participate in Commencement Exercises

-- - .. ·--- ·-- - - ...·-----

-
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HILLT PICS
All HILLTOPJCS are due, paid
in ful l, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or non-profit events arc
free for IO words or less and $ I
for every addit ional five words.
Campus announcements for profit are charged as individuals.
Individuals advertising for the
purpose or announcing a service.
buying or selling are charged $5
for the first 20 words and$ I for
every additional five words.Local
companies arc charged$ 10 for
the first 20 words and $2 for
e very five words the reafter. Personal ads arc $2 for the first I0
words and $ I for every additional
five words. Color llilltopic, nr~
an .,ddilional $2.

pring Break 1997!
tOOO's of One-Pieces. Bi~111·s. Thongs. OCups & Mens

TlteBikini Shop
1'19 M $
(202 _

Sunday Feb I llh is Call to Chapel.
11 :()()am Please plan to auend.
Chap1er 10
16 all cnnd,dmes tor general ossembly

I

ANDREW RANKIN ME.IIORLU CIHPEL
omcE OF THE DEAK

resume 10 (703)739-0478 or call
(703)739-2266 ASAP.

ers P-~I or call (202)265-2929.
Appl1c:111on for WHOC Creative

Ihe Nattonal Council and all campus

Promotion Manager nvalible now in
1he C.B. Powell G-19
SER\-ICES
Please help AO Football players
impact D.C Public ,chools by donating GIANT Jnd SAFEWAY cashier
Recipt>. Bring your Receipts to th•
Wes1 To"ers 1'-41 or call
(202) 265-2929.
I RAVEL BC & Y EN I ERPRISES

organiia1ions 10 participate in NCN\V
week ,tarting with Call 10 Chapel
(1 1am) and our "Unity Brunch" ( l3pm) February 4.1996. Free Admission.

Iha.~ Club Meeimg! Wednesday
Feb. 7, 5:00pm Rm. 148.

Al I Et\ I ION

to

all pro~pecuve Can-

dida1es for student council undergraduate assembly represenlative. Please
slop by your student council orrice 10
pick up pe1i1ion form,. All pe111ion,
arc due by Feb. 9.
MODEi. lAU ior 1hc Sprin~ Black
Arts ftsti,,it Fashion. Audition, will
be held Wednesday. Februnry 7. 1996
from 6-IOpm in the Blackburn Ballroom. Thursday. February 8.1996 i,
1he last day for call-backs. Try-out
fee:$2.00. Plea>e dre,s fashionably
and come with an "ATTITUDE."
Sponsored by the Undergrnduate Student A,sembly •nd coordinated by
Bernard Martinez. For more info. call
806-69!0. GOOD LUCK•

Anyone mtere~ted in voluntecrnl.&. for
any of the Spring Block Arts Fcsiival
events. please s1op by the UGSA orrice
and speak wi1h the office stnff 10 let
them know which events. will be of
incerest 10 you. We arc loca1ed in the
Blackburn Rm. 108 & t 10. Thanks in
advance for your con.sidtrn1ion.
Peace!
Please help HO Football l'ln)ers
impact D.C. schools by donalin~
Ginni and Snfewny cashier receipt.<.
Bring )Our receipts to the West Th\\•

Lowe,, foreign travd prices avalible.
Coll Glad}s nt 1-800-467-6247, fax &

,

FOR RENI
Rm. w/6iicony ior rent m 36dr. hou\e
$248/mlh + J/4 util. nr. HU on "S" St.
W/0, D/\V. I 1/l bath. M or F. HU
S1uden1 prd. Call 462-8421.
Ne3t clean room room avahble in 4
bedroom, 2 bath hou,e neor I lib and U
Street<. $320 plus u1ilities. \V{D.
(202)554-5381.
Basement apartment, WJW carpet.
Free Cable. all uulities included.
(202)581-6814.
RW\1 FOR REN I [3t11e. <pac,ou,.
room with new furni,hlng,. C'"J.rpcting.
heat and au. Share bath and I.Jtchen
with washer & dryer. 2nd tloor o,er
office. Bus line< 10 ,chool & Metro on
Ga. Ave. Shopping nearby. Male preferred. $300 Call for appo,n1men1.
Ms. Prince (202)723,1267.
Furnished rooms. Near ROA . Carpet. W/0, Cooking faciluie,, Student
environment. $200 Securuy depo,it.
Includes u1,li1ie,. 'lelephone (202)
291-2248 after 5pm.
Room ior rent, Recen1ly remol&a.
W/\V Carpel. Free Cable, W.L,her and
Female'- Room~ Close 10 campu\,
good security, WWC D/C \V/0. Searl
@ S260.00. (2021723-4642.
lwo Be<lroom Apt. 2 Block Mcd7Dent
RenoJAC/\VWC/Securuy (202)7234642
Ftmnle wnntcd to ~hare
IG.·o Bed.
Ap1. \VWC/AC/good sc<:urity/Ncwly
Reno./close 10 campu,. (202)723-4242

tn

PRESENT

Join the Howard Legacy of Service
Alternative Spring Break
Lumberton, North Carolina
March 22-29, 1997

voice mad 817-467-6247.

Dr)er. Di,hwa,her. All urlhtih included.

THEJEVVELS
&TICKLE ME SELMO

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

COUPONJ

Authentic Babies

represeritati,·e~ and student council

posi1ions, please pick up pehhon form;
a1 stude111 council office.
lown Meeting on keparnt1on\ for
Slavery and Post Slavery Discri1nina1ion, Friday 71h 7-IOpm HU Law
School Mooe Court Room
2900 Van Ness St. NW
lhe Junior Class Board ol Ans & Sci•
ences presents Greeks. Cheerleaders.
Studen1 Government Leaders, Models,
Mr. Howard- 1t·s ..Singled Ou1 at The
Mecca" your pre-Valentine's Day present 10 yourself. Thursday February
8th at 7: 30pm in Bethune Annex 's
Seminar Room.
Al"I EN IION: II you have been noufied th31 you have selcc1ed for "Who's
Who" you must take your photo for
the BISON >·eart>ook on Feb. 6
betw«n 5:00-7:00pm or Feb. 8 57:00pm a1 the BISON office Blackburn
Cenler Rm. 142. This will be your
only opportuni1y. Please call for an
ap;intment 806-7871.
IN I ERN All'$ AvALIBLE! I hnving ad agency in Alexandria, VA seeking internships to learn advertising and
help create websites. Exci1ing oppor•
1uni1ies for in1erne1, marketing. graphic
design. acctg./bus. admin., & writing
interns. No pay, but valuable expcri•
ence and credit Walk to Metro. Fax

OFF

NW 7JS 15th StrHt., NW
(202) HWSSS

__,Ta

"DP Higher
Learning"

Al IN: ALL OdSA REPS !!!!
Ai 'IN: ALL L.O.Q. members

-- 5
- --

0()1

ANNOONCEMEN IS
Ai'I EN I ION ALL OHIO
Pl, AYERS
The nexi Ohio meeling will be:
Sunday, Februnry 4 al 5:00pm Rm 200
School of Business
UGSA m«1ing on Tues .. Feb. I l. 1997
al 7:30p.m. in Blackburn Forum.

•

anyumc

Al'AR I.\IFN I S foR REI'- I
45 Rhode l\lno_\lAvm1•~. W;
Et FICIENClll.S. \\all to "..JI carpel,
well mamtaintd. secure bu1ld1ng. Four
block, from Rhode !,land Metro.
$390-425/Month (include, u1ili11c,).
(202) 488-1449.
HELP wANIEO
MEN I ORS: I he Young Woman< Project need, woman 18 yr,.+ 10 ,pend I 0
hrsJmonth "i1h DC teen woman. Call
N1kl.1 b} 2/9t'J6 for npplica11011.
(202)393-0-16 I

Looking for something different to do this spring break1 Why not spena
time doing something for someone else this spring break1 The Office of the
Dean of the Chapel and Wesley Foundation, The United Methodist Campus
Ministry, are sponsoring an alternative spring break mion trip to Lumbertooj
North Carolina, March 22-29, 1997. Lumberton is acommunity populated
predominately by Native-, African-, and Anglo-Americans. Trip participan~
will:
*Repair homes of the elderly and low-income individuals.

•Study cases of and strate~es against systematic poverty.
•Visit the Lumbee Native American Reservation.
•Integrate their faith and actions.
•Integrate their academics and witness.
•Have Fun!
Participant's will be expected to attend scheduled meetings in preparation for
the trip.

Cltrks.Order lhkerc, ior Feb. 5.J-eb.
IS. $1 per hour/daytune. Floral Shop
Assi>tants for Feb. I 1-14. S6 per
hour/doy1ime. Evening 10pm-7am for
2 nighcs-Feb.12-13. VaJenhne·s adventure. ROSExpress (202)842-1000.
Apply 01 200 K St. NW.
E.arn 61g S$:»:) Oeli,·erm~ Roses on
Valentine's D")· February 12-14. The
best drivers will male over S200/day7.
Mu>t have own car/in,urance. ROSE•pre" (202)842-1000. Apply at 200 K
St. NW.
Spring 'i.t'mc,ter mechanical engineer•
1ng student wanted 10 "ork ncx,blc,
part-lime hours (appro,. 20per w«k)
m our research & dcvdopment lnb.
(Ohmedia is• monufncturor of medical
equipment.) Must be al lea,1 <ophomore suuu,. detail oricnt:lted. comput•
er literate (Preferably Microsoft Pack-

SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 08TH

age) and a good communicator.

lntere"cd studcnl< should fax their
resume to (410) 318-2558 or call
Kathy Dowd on (410) 381-404 1. PoM•
lion" avahble immediately!

The cost of the trip is $100. Scholarships are available. Applications are due
February 14, 1997.
Applications can be obtained from the Chapel Office or the Wesley Foundation
Campus Ministry office, both located in the Carne~e Building. For more
information, call the Chapel Office, 806-7280, or Rev. Lillian Smith, Chaplain,
Wesley Foundation, 806-4495.

FOR $,\LI,

10:00 P.H. •+.oo A.M,
10
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All RAIL DRINKS S100 B/4 fl:00
18 TO PARTY/it TO DRINK
~·
.
lE4V1NG fAOLI. TIIE ' OUAD'
l~ SHUTflES
.
; , . .....
010:00, 11:00, 12:00 &1:00

ti) AlllEOCWW
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~
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AHO UERIOIAH 0.10:30, 11.:30. 12:30 &1:30
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Apar1mc.nt ~IZ'-' washer. Price nego11able. Call (202) 832-58 18. M11r1
Koy ProduclS:the be,c brand of f:lclal
sltin care and color cosmetics in Amer..

ica. Non-comcdogenic products. Clinically 1e>1ed for sensitive skin. Catt
loday for your FREE FACIAL. Pat
(703) 660-3430.

PERSONALS
'I ,sha. Wall O Marry Me?'!
T-Bear

'Io all WB Playa'" baskctb:ill sea~on •~
~n effect and so arc we!

Maurice A. Norris,
llcy Bo! I miss you. I om nol, and
will 1101 ever give up on us. n,ank you
for your time. Patience. nnd Friendship.
P.S. Remember Ll1i, .. i, .. more than a
cru\h. The Lord i~ wi1h u~.

From your California Love

Six1h Slreet and Howard Place NW
\\'ashington. DC 200S9

U01!3.l~
Fax(Wll~

